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IlMPEiUALANA~MYCLASS
As the Gibbons gather over the British Empire,

the hrst post-mortems come from two Canadians .

By DONALD CREIGHTON

NOW THAT BRITAIN has become a permanent member of the
European Economic Community, andthe new nations of rhe
Third World have taken over what remains of the British
Commonwealth, in somewhat the same way as the Goths,
Iiuns, and Vandals once took over the Roman Empire, it is
obvious that another great imperial drama has reached its
conclusion, and another great subjea has become available
for historians. Rome had to wait for centuries before she
found. in Edward Gibbon, asuitible chronicler ofherdeeline
and fall; but it seems certain that the British Empire will not
have to face a cmble delay. Max Beloff and Ian Morris
have begun ambitious attempts to portray the empire at its
height and in its decline; George Woodcock’s Who Killeti
the Britih Empire? An Inquest (Fit&my & Whireside,
335 pages. $12.50) and The Round Table Movement  and
Imperial Unity by John E. Kendle (U of TPress,  332 iages,
$17.50) are strong evidence that Canadian historians are not
likely to let the British monopol/zc  a story  in which Canada
played such a decisive part.

Woodcock’s and Kendle’s  books are roughly equal in
length but radically different in subject matter.  Woodcock
has undertaken a general historical investigation into the
main causes of the decline and fall of @e Second British
Empire. Kendle is concerned with the organized attempt of a
group of early 20th~century imperial enthusiasrs  m rear-
ganize the empire and thus prevent its disruption.
Woodcock’s book deals mainly in generalities and grows out
of travel and general ieading; Kcndle’s purpose is more
limited and his study is the product of detailed research in
original authorities. Obviously his subject is much less
spacious than Woodcock’s; but the Round Table movement
is a kind of microcosm of the British Empire, and its stmg-
gles  and imvard  conhadictions  have symbolic significance. It
had its start in the activities of a group of young men, the
“Milner Kindergarten.” who gathered about Lord Milner,
Iiiih Commissioner to South Africa. during and after the
South African War. The original group, which numbered
about 10. with Lionel Curtis and Philip Kerr (later Lord
Lothiao)  as perhaps its most distinguished members, took an
active part  in promoting the Union of South Africa, and from
there pressed on 10 the still more absorbing.question  of
reorganizingtheBritishEmpireas  awhoIe.TheRoundTable
movement. which they founded in England in 1909, quickly

. established itself in the Dominions.
The original British members took the initiative and re

rained the leadership thmughouc but Canada, BS the senior
Dominion. was vital to their plans, and a number of Caoa-
dians were active and prominent in the movement. Pmfes-
sedly, the Round Table stood for the study and discussion of
the imperial problem. witbout committing its members m
any particular solution, and without attempting to exercise
any direct political influence. This cautious neutrality proved
unsatisfactory in the end to the movement’s most ardent

apostle, Lionel Curtis, who published his own scheme of
organic federal union and thereby inevitably alienated the
Canadians. After this, although the organization continued
for a long time, it gradually lost its cohesion and force. The
Round Table exerted litdc positive influence, but it amply
fulfilled its original purpose of arousing interest in. and
concern for, the future of the empire. It was ao important
manifestation of the revival of the imperial question in the

,

thought and politics of Br$ain and the Dominions during the
tirsr  quarter of the 20th century. Kendle has recorded its
divided aims, rival personalities, and &iftiig interests with
careful  thoroughness and considerable analytic skill. His
conclusion, although it reflects a litlle too obviously today’s
faShionable  disapproval of Anglo-Saxon “racism,” is dis-
ceming and just, on the whole.

Ckldly  enough, the Round Table movement is not even
mentioned in Woodcock’s Who Killed the British’ Empire?
He doesn’t seem greatly interested in the theorists who either
defended or attacked thEempire, although these thcoritical
enemies must surely be counted among the influences that
helped to undermine the British conviction in the justice and
value of imperial rule. He has something m say about such
novelisk as Leonard Woolf, B. M. For&r, and George  Or-
well,  who wrote about life in British Ceylon and India; but he
makes only one incidental reference to Goldwin  Smith and
does not discuss John Hobson’s  economic interpretation of
imperialism or the federal proposals of the Canadian George
Parkin  and the Englishman Lionel Curtis. He is less in-
terested in ideas than he is in personalities. places, and
evenk, in imperial strategy and tactics, in the broad general
forcas  that were the making and undoing of the empire, and
here he shows keen insight and generalizing power. The
British Empire, he believes, collapsed under the pressure of
four chief factors: the urge of colonial or subject peoples  m

Woodcock] is less interested in ideas than he is in
personalities, places, and events, in imperial
strategy and tactics, in the broad general forces
that were the making and undoing of the empire.

achieve self-government; the antagonism, ‘either overt 01
conceaL%i,  of rival imperial systems, iocluding the covert
hostility of the United States; the decline bf the will and the
abiiih/ to rule in the people of the imperial power; and,
finally, the vast impersonal forces, the “faceksspower.”  as
Woodcock calls it, of changing economic  circumstances.

The book is somewhat curiously organized. The author
says that he has chosen to “centre”  it in the year 1930. the
year that saw Gandhi’s “salt  march”  to the sea, the abn-
donment of the leased Chinese port of Weihaiwei, and the
drafting of Ihe Statute of Wesrminster  - three ominous
events that.foFhadowed  the subsequent and rapid imperial
decline. This puts “the year of omens” rather far forward.
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and it might have been better to centre  the book in 1917. a
year that witnessed equally portentous decisions about India,
the Middle East, and the constitution of the Commonwealtbi
In any case, it is not until page 291, when more than t.wci
thirds of the book is finished, that Woodcock begins his
analysis of the events of 1930. He has aheady provided in the
lengthy Part I a brilliant panoramic survey of the empire at
its greatest extent, omitting Canada. Canada coties  into its
own in Part II, where it gets the lion’s sh&e of the space
devoted to the long struggle waged by, the settlement
colonies for responsible government and Dominion status.

Undoubtedly, Canada took the lead in this protracted affair.
and deserves preeminence in tbe narrative; but it is an
oft-toldandwell-worn tale,  and toretellmostofitin  5Opages
results in what is, at times, a rather tedious recital. The book
regains its interest in the last three parts, when Woodcock’s
interpretative and generalizing powers come into play’again.
Who Killed  fhc British Empire? is a daring attempt to explain

.one of the greatest dramas of our age. in a bold straightfor-
ward fashion. It orovides  as much enliehtenment and

likely to do. q

Just tiho did whdt and to wh&

when Incham-~mcl  whites first met?
Canadian Indians and The Law: Selected Documents,

1663.1972,  edited by Derek G. Smith, McClelland Br
Stewart (Carleton Library Serlea), 214 pages, $4.95
paper.

Indians  in the Fur Trade: Their  Role as Trappers,
Hunters, and Middlemen in the Lands Southwest of
Hudson Bay, 1660.1870, by Arthur J. Ray, University
ofToronto  F’ress, 231 pages, $4.50 paper.

by RUTH BROUWRR

THE CREATION  OF Indian Studies courSes in several univer-
sities in recent years and the growing importance of ab
original lanhclaims PIE two developments that have estab
lished the need for a convenient collection of documents
dealing with Canadian Indians and the law. Smith’s collec-
lion seems to be the first of its kind and while it is unsatis-
factory in several ways, by its mere existence it goes some
of tbe way toward meeting this need.

the early British colonial &God, 1760-1826  (iainlv
pmclatitions,  treaty extra&  and fdrmal instructions fmm
the Colonial Oflice);  pre-Confederation  colonial legislation
(acts passed by the colonial governments, among thein  five
French-regime decrees); post-Confederation legislation (the
Indian Acts and related documents): and land-cession
treaties.

Two aspects of the legislation seem particularly
significant. The first has to do with the change that took
pi=e in the concept  of Indian sovqeignty.  Whhe the %zv-
eral Nations and Tribes” of Indians inhabiting North
America were described from  the beginning of Anglo-
Saxon contact as being under Royal protection,  at the same
time tbey were acknowledged to be independent peoples
with laws and institutions of their own, and there was re
peated recognition that lands occupied or claimed by them
must not be alienated except by Royal purchase. Foll&wing
the defeat of the French in North America this recognition
was made precise in the Royal Proclamation of 1763. In-
structions to the new Quebec governor the same~  year urged
him to cultivate Ihe Indians’ friendship “SO  that they may be
induced by Degrees, not only to be good Neighbouts to Our
Subjects, but likewise to become good Subjects to Us.”
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Despite these conciliatory beginnings, post-Revol&onary
colonial legislation czsmmed  that the Indians were British
subjects; detailed laws were passed affecting them, and the
notion of Indian  sovereignty was generally diminished. The
other suiking aspect of Imperial, colonial, and federal In-
dian legislation in Canada is the long continuity in basic
policies. While various changes in emphase and adminis-
trative procedures  were introduced after 1867. the post-
Confederation Indian Acts can by and large be described as
a consolidation and elaboration  of existing legislation.

Smith points out in his preface that only a small portion
of the relevant historic materials have been included_in his
collection and indicates that his aim has been to provide a
reasonably fair representation of all the main types of
documents. Witbout  knowing what all the existing materials
an. one can form only a limited judgment of the.
appmpriateness  of his selections. Nevertheless, certain
omissions and inclusions s+d out as unfortunate. For
example, with the exception of tbe Royal Proclamation
there are no documents at all  to indicate how Indians, in
what am now the-Maritime provinces,  were dealt with under
the law. At the same time, he includes in their entirety the
three major versions of the Indian Act (1876, 1880. 1951).
Together these  take up almost half tbe book, and yet the first
two. especially, are identical in most sections. Smith e.%
plains that he has included all three “to facilitate comparl-

From the beginning. . . they were acknowledged
to be independent peoples with laws and insti-
tutions of their own, and there was repeated
recognition that lands occupied or claimed by
them mast not be alienated except by Royal pur-
chase.

son for the reader.” In fact, comparison would have been
made easier - and space saved for other more important
documents - if only revised or new sections of the 1880
and 1951 Acts had been reproduced.

Readers who take a historical rather than a sociological or
anthropological approach to the documents are apt to find
parts of Smith’s introduction distracting or irrelevant.  I
found other parts confusing and had to turn to tbe excellent
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Native Rights in Canada (edited by lawyus  Peter Cum-
ming and Neil Mickenberg)  for clarification of the issues
raised. For example, Smi&s  statement that in the early
British colonial period Indians were considered to have
absobue  ride  in land and territory  seems not to be supported
by legal analysis or indeed by the documents he himself
includes.

My final quarrel  is with the blurb’s claim that “many of
these documents have been inaccessible.” It’s not a valid
claim. as Smith’s list of sources shows: eight of the 10
documents in the first section are already in two existing
documents collections, and virtually all those in section
three are in various years  of Sfafutes  of Canada.

The redeeming merit of Canadian Indians and rim Law is
the simple convenience it provides by having a number of
important documents collected together. It is a convenience
for which students of native studies courses are likely to be
particularly grateful.

WHILB  SMITH’S  book reflects the way Europeans reacted in
law to the North American aborigines, in Indians in the Fur
Trade Arthur Ray shows how the Indians themselves re-
sponded  to one particular European insdtution.  The main
focus of Ray’s study is the Ctee and Assiniboine Indians of
south and central Manitoba and Saskatchewan and their
changing roles in the fur-wading operations of the Hudson’s
Bay Company.

Ray is an assistam  professor of geography and, not sur-
prisingly, his approach to his subject is as much geographic

as it is historic. In examining tie impact of the fur trade  cm
the Indians’ way of life. he is patticularly interested in the
varying responses of bands and tibes  according to their
geographic location and @I the impact of the trade on sea-
s?nal  and long-term migration patterns: When English trad-
ers began operating on the bay in 1670 the Cree  and Assini-
boine were strategically located to benefit. With the  acquisi-
tion of firearms they exploited this initial advantage by ex-
panding their trading and trapping territory to the northwest.
fotced  other tribes to trade with them, and generally built up
a profitable role as middlemen. By 1720 this-phase of ex-
pansion had virtually ceased and in the mote peaceful era

that  followed the two tribes  consolidated their intermediary
mle. Bartering used European  trade goods for the furs of
neighbouring  tribes. they made annual expeditions m posts
on the bay, stopping off. during the height.of  French com-
petition in the 1740s and 1750s. at French posts along the
mute.

When in the 1770s the Hudson’s Bay Company began
opening up posts in the interior to counter.~ompetition  from
the Montreal traders. the Cree and Assiniboine role as

After more than 200 years of the fur trade, the
Indians’ options were all but gone. When re-
serves and annuities were offered in exchange for
l&d surrenders, there was really no question of
saying no. I

middlemen was largely eliminated. while  some woodland
bands reverted to trapping their own furs. large numbers of
the two tribes adapted m this new phlise  in the trade by
concentrating on the bison and becoming provisioners to the
various posts. In conjunction with other factors, the new
trade opportunity gave a southerly orientation to Cree and
Assiniboine migration patterns. and as the Cree  abandoned ’
the woodlands of eastem Manitoba, their place was taken ’
by bands of Ojibwa.

If the. period 17604821 was in many ways the golden
age of the fur trade for the Indians of Ray’s study, it also
involved rhem in what was to be au irreversible economic
dependency on white culture and contact. The fierce  corn-
petition that brought  extravagant gift-giving, varied  trade
goods and extended lines of credit also destroyed the fur and
game resources on whibh they had depended. The fur-
trapping Indians of the eastem  woodlands were the first m
feel the effects. As the resources of their envimnment  di-
minished, they looked to the traders for trapping aids and
clothing, and eventually even for food. The era of Hudson’s
Bay monopoly after 1821 only served to tmrrow  their op.
lions.  For the bison-hunting Indians of the parklands and
plains the state of dependency was longer in coming. but no
less inevitable. After the 1830s  as the M&is became com-
petitors in provisioning the poms,  the bison population
was rapidly decimated. In any case, the presence of a gmw-
ing agricultural community on the Red River gradually re-
dutid  the traders’ (if not the Indians’) need for this staple.
After more than 200 years of the fur trade, the Indians’
options were all but gone. when  cesetves  and annuities
were offered in exchange for land surrendets,  then was
really no question of saying no.

Ray’s writing is characterized by careful scholarship and
precise detail rather than by fluid prose.  It is in his detailed
attention to Indian responses that Ray’s work is most dis-
tinctive from earlie?,  more genenl  studies of the fur trade
such as those by E. E. Rich and Harold Innis.  One result of
so detailed a study is that it undermines certain long-held
generalizations. For example. the Indian demand for Euro-
pean goods. described by Innis  as “insatiable.” is shown to
he neither indiscriminate nor insatiable. nor uniformly
spread among all the tribts.  One other result of so detailed
an approach.  of course, is that it produces  a wealth of statis-
tics and textual qualifications the combined effect of which
may be to drive off the general reader. If this happens it will
be a pity; for anyone genuinely interested in the subject,
Indians in the Fur Trade is fascinating rather than dutiful
reading. 0
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The Roar of the Twenties, by

James A. Gray, Msc~iltan, 320
pages, 012.50cloth.

BY NEVILLE  THOMPSON

IA%S GRAY’S mellow remembrance of
things past on the Canadian Prairies in
the 1920s is the perfect book for a
summer day. I” a crackling, anecdotal
style he presents a social history of the
period according to the prescription of
0. M. Trevelyan:  history with thepoli-
tics left out.

On the face of it, the Prairies bet-
ween the First World War and the De
pression  do not seem the most likely
soume for a series of entertaining
stories. You had to be there, as they
say. Gray was there, exercising raw
horses, working at the Winnipeg Grain
Exchange and as a margin clerk in a
brokerage house. and experiencing and
reacting to events he now recollects  in

&. tnmquility.  The rush of develop-
ments in the recently settled We5 made
the 1920s its most exciting decade,
“which,” Gray adds with staunch reg-
ional loyalty, “almost by definition,
made it more exciting than anything
that happened anywhere else in the
country.”

As was me elsewhere. the 1920s  on
the Prairies were a time when the rich
got richer  and eve” those lower down
the scale enjoyed a perceptible im-
provement in their standard of living.
The car supplemented and to some ex-
tent superceded the church in rescuing
farmers from what Karl Marx called the
idiocy of rural life, freeing them to go
“neighbouring” further afield on Sun-
day afternoons. at least on dry days
during the summer. Radios,and sensa-
tional newspapers brought them into
touch with a wider unreal world. Wash-
ing machines and electric stoves re-
duced the endless drudgery for some
women; bobbed hair, shorter skirts and
less restricting underwear gave them
greater freedom of movement; while
elabmate  ballmom  dancing became a
kind of opiate for both sexes.

Thii nmdebt affluence and liberty
bred a desire for more and the Prairies
vxre swept by speculative fever like the
rest of the Western world. People gam-
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bled & hones. football “001s.  the
number of peas in a jar. st&ks.  &in
futures, oil and gas. Tycoons such as
the Bronfmans  made fortunes selling

_ liquor across the border when U.S.
Prohibition began in 1920. Bank mb-
hers, generally American, had little
trouble knocking off small branches.
The largest debt adjustment in the hii-
mry of Saskatchewan occurred when
the robbers in one town also,canied off
the mortgages. promissory/notes,  and
other securities. No wonder people
molt the artitude rhat it was only the
bank’s money, af least until flying bul-
lets raised the possibility that someone
mighr get hurt.

In a more sombre  vein, Gray  reminds
his readers that the jazz age did little m
lessen the oteiudice and discrimination
of the Wasi eiite. Despite the immigra-
tion from East Europe before the war,
few of these ethnic minorities found
their way into positions of power or
social prestige.  Only Scats, for exam-
ple, were accepted into the Winnipeg
police force, which supplied the other
forces on the Prairies. Few Jews; Slavs,

or women managed 10 eet  into the Man-
itoba Medical &llegG that any man-
aged to survive and graduate was a trl-
bute to the intellectual-hothouse at-
mosphere of North Winnipeg.

The Roaring Twenties ended ab-
ruptly vith Ihe fall of grain prices on
Oct. 24, 1929, and the Wall Street
crash five d?ys later. The rich lost their
fortunes or abandoned their mansioris
for Montreal. As the earth dried out in
the next 10 yeius. many of the houses
collapsed. The poor remained, to en-
dure the Wintex  Years  Gray has chmni-
cled so well in another book.

Having written about so many as-
pects of the social history of the region,
perhaps Gray  will mm now_ to the
post- 1945 impact of oil and gas, briefly
mentioned here, which stood the West
on its head, making the have-not pm-
vince of the 1920s.  Alberta, the chief
sheik&m of all Canada. 0
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Pratrie  Liberalism: The Liberal
Party in Saskatchewan,  190571, by
David E. Smith, University of To-
ronto Press, 352 pages, $17.50 cloth.
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By DONALD SWAINSON

THE PROVINCE OF Sasketcbewa”  wes
organbxd in 1905. It was created by the
federal Liberal regime of Sir Wilfiid
Lamier.  As with all of her sisters, Sas-
katchewan  has never been a province
like the others; provincial distinctive-
ness is so great that regions such as the
Rabies or the Madtimes  cannot really
be studied as entities. Saskalchewan is
our pm-eminent example of a” area that
produces staple products for export.
This, of course:results  in a wlnemble
economy. Whether it is wheat or
potash, the Saskatchewan economy is
unusually_subject  to national and inter-
national cimumstances  that cannot be
conmolled  from Regina. Saskamhewan
,was also settled with unusual speed.
Within a couple of decades of its estab-
lishment, its population had bee” trans-
formed radically. The province became
a multi-cultural society before such
conceots were current. as tens of

Bumpe  flooded hs vacant. areas.
Large European minority groups
created strains within the province’s
social skuctum;  the Depression. how-
ever, came close to destroying the so-
cial fabric as drought mined countless
numbers of fanners and as per-capita
income plummeted. .

The Liberal Party of Saskatchewan
was intimately involved with these  de
velopnmnts. The province was created
by a federal Liberal government, which
obligingly installed a Liberal regime in
Regina. Under a series of leaders, that
government held elected power until it
was dislodged in 1929 by a curious
alliance of Independents, Pmgressives,
Conservatives and the Ku Klux Klan.
The Liberals regained power in 1934.
only to be defeated in 1944 by T. C.
Douglas and the CCF. Since the” the
fate of the provincial Liberal party has
been unhappy. It was in opposition
until 1964,  when the demagogic Ross
Thatcher was able to defeat a” old and
weakened CC5NDP government led
by Woodmw Lloyd. The Thatcher
government was in turn defeated in

http://www.inscroll.com/search0_bic.asp?begCount=1&choice=A&word=James+Gray
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1971, and Saskatchewan’s Liberals
seem destined to spend many more
yearr roaming the wilderness ofopposi-
tion politics.

David E. Smith has p,&%rmed a
major service in giving us a hrst-rate
history of Saskatchewan’s Liberal
Party. His work is based on a massive
quantity of research. and is especially
interesting for the early period of Lib-
eral domination. Smith recounts the
history of the Scott, Martin, and Dun-
ning years with sympathy and ptiep-
tion. During that period the history of’
the Liberal  Party v+as  the p&ical  hii-
tory of Saskatchewan.

The rise to power of J. G. Gardiner  in
1926 modified the nature of
Saskatchewan’s politics. Liberal lead-
ers in Saskatchewan had been highly
partisan since 1905. Under Gsrdiner,
par&sat&hip  intensified to a,flegrec  that
can only be described as mmdless.  At
the same time the Liberal machine en-
countered serious opposition for the
first time. Thus fmm the Gardiner
period on, the political history of the
province  is no longer the history of the
Liberal Party. This change is reflected
in the book. as more and more wace is

treated  to ixcellent  accounts of the ill-
fated Anderson regime, the pmcms-
tinsting  Patterson government, and the
sadfateofthemenwholedtheLiieral
.Party  during the years of Tommy
Douglas’s ascendancy. Not much is
made of the Thatcher years, but then
thereisnotallthatmuchtobemadeofa  .
bleak and unpleasant interlude in the
province’s history.

$iskatchewan’s  Liberal Party has
been in deep trouble since 1944. Smith

feat of the Patterson government by the
CC%?  “Until there was general agree-
ment upon what the party stood for (a
requirement which could  be ignored as
longasthey  werainpower]theLiberals
were  condemned to remain in opposi-
tion.” Thatcher’s success in 1964 was
based uoon  blind nartisanshio  and the

tion  to the CCP be&d the n&s&t  op-
ponent of that regime. The Liberals
continue to be partisan, but they still

the party  ~[stands]~f&” no
unifying policies to exploit. The result
in the 1975 provincial election was a
defeat for the Liberals, in spite of a
maior  set-back for the NDP. The Blak-

the popular vote ii-had gknered in
1971. The Liberals also dropped in
their share of rhe vote. A resurgent
Conservative Party picked up both  Lib-
eral and NDP wtes.  The Liberal Party
will have to unify opposition groups if
it can realistically expect to form
another government ifi SrLFkatchewan.
In Manitoba, Alberta, and British Col-
umbia provincial Liberal Parties am all
but dead. Saskatchewan’s nartv is still

devoted to party conflict. The &t&r is comments in his discussion of the de a l i v e ,  butjustbarely.  0 - ’

$7.95
B;, “A relevant, interesting and tense thrillerwith

~
.a current theme and a Canadian background. ;.
It is a good tale well told.” (Quill & Quire)II

. . . make a mental note to read this book,
which shows you the kind of high risk games
they (oil cartels) continue to play with the

L-, .,‘I; ,’\-. \ planet.” (Books in Canada)
..”Lyk4
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Carminatives
for the

bode rook, I

The Public  Right to Ettow:  Ac-
coontabllity In the Secretive Society,
by John Crlspo,  McGraw+IiB  Eyer-
sort. 39g pages, $12.95 cloth

Pressure Group Behaviaur  In
Cmmdbm  Polltlcs,  edited by A. Paul
IFross,  McGraw-Will Ryerson (Series
in Canadian Politics), 196 pages,
$G.W  cloth and $5.95 paper. I

by GUY STANLEY

JOHN CRISW’S BOOK  is indifferently
written, mostly a collage of articles and
reviews culled from newspapers and
magaxines,  and produced with a greater
eye to economy than appearance.
Nevertheless, The Public Right to
Iiuow could turn out to be the political
book of the decade if the right people
read it. It might, for instance, just do
for the Tories what the New Deal did
for the Democrats.

Crispo. tirst  dean of the University of
Toronto’s Faculty of Management
Studies, argues that North American
society is sick but, perhaps smpris-
ingly.  not beyond cure. He believes
comparatively mild reforms, which a
courageously led party would have the
capacity to deliver, can still clean up
most of the system’s abuses and pre
serve and strengthen political freedom.

A seasoned labour  negotiator, a ver-
teran research director for several royal
commissions and select committees,
and a member of the Prime Minister’s
Task Force on Labour  Relations,
1961.69.  Crisp0  has conducted a sort of
one-man royal commission on con-
temporary public affairs. His study
quotes at length from a wide variety of
printed material, ranging fiomRichatd
C. Goodwin (The American Con-
dirion)  to Business Week, the
Globe & Mail, and the Chrisdan  Sci-
ence Monitor, using them as briefs on
every facet of North American public
life. Political parties and politicians,
the relationship between business,
government, and society, the social re-

und professional associations, all fall
within his terms of reference. Lest
Crisp0 be dismissed as excessively
pro-labour. trade unions too come in
for their sham of flak.

B Books  in Canada, August, 1975

His findings are sometimes ex-
tremely detailed, but here they are in
summary:
q There is a real question whether

serious commitment to equity, fairness
br justice any longer exists in North
America.
q As loss of confidence in this

commitment spreads, it intensifies a
disruptive ~roceas whereby big busi-
ness, big Iabour.  and big government
settle their conflicts at the expense of an
inadequately informed and protected
public. Unless the existing order suc-
ceeds in halting this process and re
newing  itself, he warns, the end result
could be totalitarianism of the Left or
Right. As antidotes, Crisp0  mcom-
mends:
q A revitalized system of checks and

balances across North America.
q Within this system, sweeping dis-

closure and exposure to public scrutiny
of the operations of North America’s
leading institutions. Only in this way
can political patronage, shoddy car-
porate practices, and restrictive prac-
tices of professional associations and
trade unions be curbed.
q A powerful income and cost re-

wi;zcher  in labour, management, pro:
fessions,  government, or elsewhere.

Crispo no doubt will be criticized by
some for lumping Canada in with the
United States. He tightly replies that in
his areas of concern the available in-
formation suggests little distinction in
standards of conduct. Doubters should
read the section called. “Canada’s
Watergates,” which points out that the
22 members of the Canadian Senate

The 22 members of the Cana-
dian Senate watchdog commit-,
tee on banking, trade, and
commerce hold 75 per cent of
the company directorates re-
ported by senators.

watchdog committee on banking,
trade, and commerce hold 75 per cent
of the company directorates reported by
sanators.  Surely that’s scoring pretty
high in anyone’s conflict-of-interest
league tables.

Others may criticize Crlspo’s  pro-
posals as being overly concerned with
process at the expense of substance -
in other words, that no significant shift
in power to the public would follow and
institutional accountability would turn

-.
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out in practice  to be merely formal.
Perhaps so in a different, more com-
placent mood. But in today’s climate of
general suspicion and anxiety, Crispo’s
proposals could form the practical basis
of a minimal program for restoring
confidence-an essential iirst  step to-
ward any additional goals. Crispo has
given the political leader who wants it a
way of saying: “We have nothing to
fear but fear itself.” As Crisp0 himself
points out, the public is ready. It’s the
politicians who are lagging behind.

Could the Canadian public itself by-
pass political parties and organize a
pressure group (such as Common
Cause in the U.S.) to push for these or
similar proposals? Judging from the
studies in Preas~~e Group Behaviour
in Canadian Polidcs,  the results pmba-
bly would be meagre.

This valuable workcollects  papemof
a uniformly high  quality from seven
academics. They shed light  on the ac-
tivities of particular pressure groups.
Some, such as Pollution Probe and
those associnted  with the mining indus-
try and the Biafian issue, am cases of
considerable importance.

Yet as editor A. Paul Pmss rccog-
nixes, what we need is not so much
pocket penlights of detail, but the
sweeping searchlight of more general
analysis. In a carefully qualified at-
tempt tosketch  one, From  argues that
pressure groups rely on mobilized pub-
lid opinion mainly when they are or-
ganixed  amund  specific issues and that
such groups peter out once their aims
are more or less realized. Other, mom
institutionalized groups on the--other
hand, such as the Canadian Manu-
factumrs  Association, depend for their
effectiveness on good relations with
government ministries. They are reluc-
taut  to risk embarrassing their contacts
in the decision-making apparatus by re-
sorting to publicity. As a rule they pre-
fer consensus to conflict. In general,
Press  concludes, the Canadian
Policy-making system is mom accom-
modating toward groups of this type.
Thus institutionalized groups are more
effective than preasum  gmttps,  except
in short-run instances of high drama.

Only national political partlea.  these
conclusions imply, have the power to
gather demands for any general
modifications of the system and to
bring  them to bear 6n policy. “Could”
in other words must await upon our
politicians “would.” But as Crlspo
states in an important caveat to his case,
that’s a slender straw to cling to, given
the recent record of North American
political  leadership. 0
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Blown plgorea,  by Audrey~Thom.
as, Talonbooks,  S47 pages, SS.95
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BY JOAN K-IARCOUDT

AUDREY  THOMIAS HAS given us an old
subject in new garb in Blown Figrrres
- the story of the journey  into one’s
past to face the dragons, to bury the
dead. The resemblance to its litemrv

k the jacket&b so rIghtI; says: “It
lsanovelaboutchaos.  It ischaos.”  We
never know how much  of the journey
takes place in reality, bow much  in fan-
tasy, or, in fact, whether it all tratppires
on the couch. The journey is under-
taken not so much in the hope of self-
discovery as in the desire to be rid of
pain. The story is told to a mysterious
Miss Miller, the one person in the book
toward whom feelings arc neutral. She
herself never speaks, has no function
other than  to listen.

Isabel  is (perhaps, and only some-
times) the narrator. The book has a
dedication to her with  teasing echoes of
a similar dedication in a Victorian
children’s book, “because you arc fond
of fairy tales, and have been ill . . .I’
She wwels  back to Atica where, five
years previously, she had suffered a
traumatic miscarriage. Since then she
has lived  in the shadows, in the brcreas-
ingly spooky corners 6f her own mind.
(She can see the skeletons of people as
they eat.) Wben she broods on her dead
infant, cannibalistic images spill onto
the page: “I ate the child  in my
womb;” “Cut into slices  with vinai-
grette sauce, to which you have added
the diced.  cooked brains;” !‘I..myself,
Miss Miller, ate the victim’s foot.” But
lsobel’s  troubles don’t spring simply
from the loss of the child. (She has
other children, in any case.) Her entire
history has been a disaster-a mother
who used her as a sounding-board for
her own mean discontents; a failed love
(he had said, “There is no nice way of
saying this”); a marriage  mbbed early
of its sexuality by an inhibiting
mother-in-law. Isabel’s retreats are
total, her guilt boundless. In painful
detail we are told how. in panic, she
had abandoned her little girl after an
accident. She cannot cope with stress,
and only feels safe when in a state of

suspension, preferably travelling be-
tween one place and another  (though
not by air). Her husband’s words,
“Isabel  doesn’t live, you know, she
exists” (later “exits”), run like a dirge
tbmugh the book.

Africa is the psychic battleground,
the place where she had finally disinte-
grated. The journey is undertaken in
rigid  fear, not apparent to onlookers.
She travels by native bus, an object of
curiosity to the African peasants.
Along the way she meets anodter  white
woman, and the two join forces. Isabel
doesn’t like Delilah, she resents her
presence. Her resentment turns  to rage
when she learns that  Delilab is preg-
nant and wants to have an abortion. She
recognizea  the dramatic situation as
being ironically appropriate. Delilah is
Isabel’s  mirror image. When  Delilah
unexpectedly miscarries, lsobel won-
ders if Delilah will flee from her as
lsobel did from her own daughter. She
does. We leave her in an African vil-
lage, taking part in a solemn ritual of
expiation: “Isabel knew that  she was
about to confess to the crime  of witcb-
craft, and yet she also knew that there
were no such things  as wit&s.”  If the .
journey was begun in the expectation of

releasing herself from fear and guilt,
she hia failed. All she has achieved  is
an overwhelming tneo  culpa, a plea  for
annihilation. under any pretext: “By
confessing to being that which is not
you are confessing to being nothing.”

The narrative of Blown Figures
comes in fits and starts, marvellously
evoking the African scene and Isob&
affinity widtitsdarkergods.  Abruptly it
ceases, and we catch the story up again
later. It’s a little furtiter  along the way,
as if Isabel  had carried on without us.
Interspersed with  the journey are pages

The thing about Audrey Thom-
as is that, if you stick with it,
even the mambo-jumbo makes
sense.

of seemingly random snippets: car-
toons, nursery rhymes, advice to the
lovelorn, advertisements and items
from African newspapers, horoscopes,
dictionary definitions of words, literal
and distorted. We are looking at the
map of Isobel’s  mind. These interpola-
tions are her memories, transmuted by
pain into nightmare images, and im-

by Chava  Kwinta

‘I
. . . the mcst poignant

and-compelling story of
the holocaust since “The
Diary of Anne Frank”.

William French
Globe & Mail

$9.95 hardcover
280 pages
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Courts and Trials
A Multidisciplinary App&h
nr. I.. FRIEDL.AND
Nine non-lawyen  examine the judicial
system -traditionally the prerlrve  of
lawyers and members of the legal pmfes
sion  - tkm a variety of perspectives.
This book is a pioneering step in the vita
task of making the legal process more
responsive  to contemporary Problems
and concerns. Paper .Q.gs. cloth Stz.5~

Social Planning for Canada
LEAGUE FOR SOCIAL
UECONSTRUCTIGN
Introduction by F. R. Scott,
Leonard Marsh. Graham Spry,
J. King Gordon. E. A. Forsey.
and  J. F. Parkinson

This book is the best introduction to
Canadian radical thought in the tgsos.
Pirst  published in ,935. it pmvided  a
historical and critical survey of Canadiat
conditions and applied the ideas of plan-
ning and social democracy to the Cana-
dian scene. Paper $6.50,  cloth Szo.00

TTw Politics of Labor
I. PHILLIPS THOMPSON

htroduction  by Jay Atherton
rhis constructive critique of the Ameri-
:anpolitical  and economic syrtem  was
written during  the turbulent decade  of the
1880%  when the abuses of the emerging
industrial system were becoming appar-
:nt. The author NS’PS a leading spokesman
>f the Canadian labor and socialist stove-
“ems.  PaperS5.50,  cloth St5.oo

LOUIS  AUBPEY  WOOD
bWoduction by Foster J. Kl Grien’c
Written for both popular and scholarly
saders, this is the classic study of the
xigins  of Canadian agrarian protest and
ta admirably judicious record  of the
neans  used by fatmerp between 1870
md t9q to remedy economic. social,
md  political injustices. Paper $5.95.
:loth $17.50
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pressions  picked up along the way that
. have a surreal relevance to her own

anguish. They are often funny, and
cumulatively, have a quite extraordi-
nary shock value of their own. At first I
felt that  they interfered with the rela-
tively  straight account of the journey.
But, increasingly, I came to see them as
tbe centra of the book and of Isabel’s
fractured world.

Reading Blown Figures is hard
- work. but worth it. We ask many ques-;

tiotts end are given few answers, often
,obscure,  ordisguisedasconundrumsof
one sort or another. Isabel  is feeling her
way in the dark and so must we. The
thing‘ about Audrey Thomas  is that, if
you stick witb it, even the mumbo-
jumbo makes sense.

Muh rmo-vch  wo S&I-pah-dk?
Paw&h wo vwhr du-mahng?
Paw&h  w mrrhr  sub swhr?
Kmvn#poo-nhzh  vm mh-vwahr?

See what I mean? 0

Having to say
you’re sari

Wife, by Bhsrati  Mukherjee,
Houghton MifEin  (Thomas Allen
Br Son) 224 pages, $9.50 elotlt.

by MYRNA KOSTASH

mm*TI  MUKHBRIEE’S  wt#-e is one of
those books that makes you ask your-
self what, intheend, you really identify
with. Canada? Feminism? Anti-
imperialism? Good writing? The only
Canadian thing about tbe novel is that it
was written by a woman who now lives
in Montreal. So I suspect that whatever
appeal it will have  to Canadian readers
will come fmm its themes - racism,
tteo-colonialism,  the oppression of
women, madness, violence - which
we can attulv  bv extension to our own
experien&.  - _

The “wife” of rhe tide is Diinple
Dasgupta,  a middle-class emigrant
from Calcutta to New York, married by
family fiat to a rather revolting, tett-
dentious,  smug engineer whose selling
point was that he would go to America
and make a fortune. The  novel des-
cribes the first few months of the
couple’s experience in the Bengal
ghetto of New York from Dimple’s
point of view. It isn’t the happiest of
perspectives.

She had been a girl raised on the
typical, middleclass feminine myth-
ologies of Romance and Marriage, a

girl who threw  away her schoolbooks,
thinking she had been  promised a hero
at tbe centre of her life and, on its
edges, garden parties, a fancy apart-
ment and nylon saris. vat she got
instead was a fussy. self-cdntred  medi-
ocrity of a husband, sofa-beds in other
people’s apartments, fear, depression,
and murder.

New York terti6es  her. She hides
inside the apartment watering plants’to
death, making tea and watclting  tele-

,

vision. New Yorkers humiliate her and
the Bengali immigrants with their
newly acquired American manners
intimidate her. She retreats  from them
one by one, as frightened by their  show
of success as by the self-service
elevator in her apartment building.
From her husband she remts  into fan-
tasies of the Seven .Ways in which  to
commit suicide.

The problem Mukherjee has, by
confining herself to Dimple’s perspec-
tive, is to somehow make the connec-
dons between the heroine’s claustm-  ,
phobic, paranoid, and monotonous
world and the larger, more complex
world of American social stntctures,
Indian domestic politics, racist, sexist,
and imperialist attitudes, psychologies
of subjection, and so forth. All these
themes hover like shadows in the narra-
tive but are never really made sub-
stantial for the simple reason that
Dimple’s story can’t bear the weight. i

There  is a story here of Bengali uabt-
ing in femininity, of the price that
women pay to stay in families, of the
insanity impending in housewifery,  of
the loss of will and self and de.&
within the confines  of marriage, of the
relationship between. American
materialism and the exploitation of
whole classes of people  in the neo-
colonial world. But this story gets lost
somewhere in Wife. maddeningly

dribbled away in dialogues that go no-
where, bt characterizations of people
who don’t have any real part in the
movement of the plot, in repetitions of
Dimple’s daily routine (her  situation is,
by definition, hopeless and endless),
which is basically undramatic, and in
reports from Dimple’s subconscious
that often don’t seem to have a point.
There is a story here, but Mukherjee
has yet to tell it and Wi/e  is o$y  a hint
ofwhatistobetold..•
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Progranming
the herafter

North by 2000: A Collection of
Canadian Seienee Fiction, by EL A.
Hargresves,  Peter Martin As-
sociates, 160 pages, $7.95 cloth.

By DOUGLAS MARSHALL

LJKL? ma PAST, the future is D different
country end we are  s~angers  in it. The
counhy I-I.  A. Hargreaves  issues intel-
lecrual  visas for is a sterile meritocracy
called Americanada.  While it is cer-
tainly  differen< ir is,not utterly exotic.
Norway, say, rather than Outer Mon-
golia. The commercial  and social cur-
rency of this realm is the All Purpose
Card, which is regulated by the infall-
ible(evenwhenit’sfallible)Continental
Computer. ‘Ihe majority of the citizens
lead lives of docile urban concentra-
tion. cooped like poultry in Bfficiency
Living Spaces, pecking away at their
jobs in the  hopes of earning higher  skill
credits, keeping body together by feed-
ing in the push-button troughs of the
local autoteria  and soul by watching the
latest educational epic on T.riVid  or by

consulting a licensed spirhual  advisor
(sif) such as Benjamin &mop,  B.A.,
M.A..B.D., Ph.D., D.D.

Scmop  looms in two of the six stories
in this collection. all but one of which
have been previously published in
British sci-fi’anthologies.  He is an
anachronism, a Christian man of cou-
science in a world that knows no creed
but the computer print-out. And anach-
ronisms are the time-honoumd warps
through which s&Ii writers weave
situation ethics into their speculative
plots. What would happen, for exam-
ple, if the Continental Cornpurer er-
roneously  but adamantly declared a
person dead? Or how does one untangle
a web of anti-pollution ordinances by
arrange a ritual cremation in a smoke-
free closed environment?

Thanks  to the monthly pulps and the
plethora of paperback anthologies, sci-
ence fiction remains one of the few
genres in which short-story writers can
practise their cmft with a reasonable
expectation of financial reward. liar-
greaves, a professor of English at the
University of Alberta, is a dilettante
practiiioner  on the verge of becoming a
firs&class  professional. The early
series  read like academic exercises -
compe+znt  experiments with the for-

mula  but unremarkable save for their
Canadian settings. (In one flawed tour
de force, in which he parades his
Shakespearian scholarship acmas an
ESP stage, Westerner Hargreaves  even
works in a couple of gratuitous digs 81
the U of T; nothing could be more in-
dulgently Canadian than that.)

But in the later stories Hargreaves
leaves the conventional shallows and
ventures confidently into deeper, more
sophiiticared  waters. We begin to see
Americanada as a land where raw na-
ture, particularly in the North, has be-
come ‘*a great white  beast” protected
by bur increasingly intolerant of
machinecoddled man. And man alien-
ated from nature  is alienated from him-
self. The best story by far. a subtle
teasing out of various complex implica-
tions in the theoretical model, traces the
psychiatric rehabilitation of a renegade
youth. Here Hargnzaw hits creative
high gear, combining the old-fashioned
virtues of sound suuctum  and compel-
ling narrative with that  eerie  sense of
otherness that is the hallmark of he best
science fiction. As a footnote, it is a
pleasure to report  that considerable care
has gone into the design of this  book.
The credit belongs to Tim
Wynne-Jones. q

The study of Frqnch  is not only
the learning of a language but the
understating of a people -
their life, their language and their
music. Through FOLK SONGS,
the emotional and historial reflex-
tlons of a people is captured in
song.

r0%K%i0NGs@gGAKADA
contains French and English
songs of the sailors, fishermen,
voyageurs and sodbusters, who
built our country. A vivid
French-Canadian folk-way of life
Is represented by tender Iul-
lables,  traditlonal ballads, lovely
dance tunes and hilarious dittles. SAANNES Publications Ltd.
Ltbrasy  Edition. - $7.85 Box 6209A
Choral Edltlon - $2.50
L.P. Record

Toronto, Ontarlo M5W  1 P8
-$Oags  -

mwNsO~s &I @YEBE@
has been complled to bring part
of our rich French-Canadian
heritage to English speaking
Canadians. It contains 44 songs
In a separate melody line and
complete texts In both French
and Engllsh.

Library EdItIon - $4.50
Melody Edition - $2.50

Write for free Waterloo catalogue
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N!e thought you’d like to know. The Canadian
Periodical Publishers Association represents

a specific subject or theme inCanadian  life.

over  seventy great Canadian publications.
And our total  range  of intwestsB  vast.

Each one of our magazines centms on
So, nd matter where your interests lie

we’ve-  probably got them covered. Look us over.

CANADlAN
T!dEATRE  REVIEW

hurnal d Canadi-
an Studtar
An scadsmic  review
of Canadian studies:
history. politics. lit-
e~etur~~,snciety,  and

4 IssUBS lone vearl.
only $6.

QUSWY
A literary quarterly
publishing poetry.
fiction. and reviews.
featuring Canadian
writers.

Books in Canada
A monthly rwiew
:ontaining  essays.
aiticlrm  and infor-
mative artlcln  do-
vated  to Canadlin
IiteratUrB.
12 Issues  lone year),

onlv.98.95.

Lhnadim  Dimension
Now in its tenth
year, featuring art-
icles on politics. the
srts.  the ewnomy.
snd sports.  seen
from a racialist  pen-
wctive.
3 ieues  Lens year),

only  S.5, Istud-
?nB&d pensionen

m-
..’

Jawon-free  BrriCtls
that cross prefer
sional  bawlers  on
the child and fam-
ily. With superb
photographs.
6 issues lone  year).

only  $5.

Tha Qntario  Revirw
A biannual featur-
ing work by or
about North Amsr-
ican  writers and
graphb  artists.

rhis Mawrina
hn independent
iOciati*t  journal re
porting on  educa-
lion. culture.  and

Northern  Light
4 iournd Of con-
lemporary  Canadian
,Drn”.
6 issues (two  vnxsl.

Only 56.
6 issues (three  years)

Only  SI.

citv M~Zinm
News  and som,bent
on what’s  happening
in Canadian cities-
politics, arbitecture,
planning. develop
mem.  citizen groups.
8 bsues  lone year)
only $7. institu-
tions S15.

Altarnatives  ’
A quarterly on rc
sources. pollution.
cunserwtion.  end
wilderness.  con-
cerned with pro.
tectine  the environ-
ment.
4 issues  lone vearl.

only  $3.

PIllSO
Is the practical film
and televlsf~n  news.
letter published
twice monthly.
22 isssll&ne warI,

Clip put and m;

I
Total amO”nt

hlle:

Iddress:

‘ostal Code:

3 I’d like to know more about the C.P.P.A,

Make chewer  payable to “C.P.P.A.”
81A Front St. 5,3rd. PI. Toronto. Ontario.
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MemorIea are made of this, by
Melinda McCracken, James Lor-
rimer  B Company, 118 pa*, $8.95
CiOtil.

A Very Ordinary Life, as told to
Roif Knight, New Star Books, “11.
paginated, paper unpriced.

. . . and the childreo  played, by
PaLAla  Joudry,  Tundra  Books, 174
pages, $6.95 cloth.

I’mStiliLiving,  by Clmva Kwinta,
Simon and Pierre Publishing, 279
pages, $9.95cioth.

by ELXANOR  STATON

NOW THAT THE question, “What did
yo” do in the war, Daddy?” has been so
successfully answered in Barry
Bmadfoot’s Six Ii’ar Years. we must
deal with Ihe question. “What did you
do in the 195Os,  Mommy?”

Memories are made of this by ’
Melinda McCracken is a kind of biack-
and-white “Canadian Graffiti”.replete
with details about the dre&s,  music and
not-quite-mating habits of the teen-
agers of the 1950s.

But where is the abrasive “new”
journalist who bearded Adrienne
Clarkson  in her Rosedale  den? in the
words of rhat immortal 1950s cartoon
character, “I taught I taw apuddy tat.”

In wriiing of the place where she
grewup. (theRiverviewsection ofWin-
oipeg).  McCracken adopts the schol-
arly technique of maintaining a dis-
tance between herself and the people of
whom she writes. Her preoccupation
witi  the minute details of the material
aspects of middle-class life in tbe 1950s
reflects her view of the acquisitive cul-
ture in which she grew up. Security was
the enemy of freedom here, “the set-
u&y ofprairie  uneventfulness. . tilled
dte air amund you like conon batting.”
The author’s gift of total  recall makes
one wonder, “Her+ does she do it?”
(and then. occasionally, “Why?“).
Had the title not already been used, this
book could have been called A Very
Ordinary Lift.

The book that does bear this  fkie was
written. orratherdictated.  by anelderly
German-Canadian woman to Rolf
Knight. Knight states in his preface that

he has not iniected his own under-

does usi this opp&ni?y to a&k sev-
eral other.writers who have attempted
to write about the working classes: “It
has recently become fashionable for

Canadian working-class life. T-w0  if
rhe more fashionable have been
[lames] l-mimer’s  Workrag People and
[Heather] Robertson’s Grass Roofs.
Here, nicked out in the latest styles of
social concern, are the old hackneyed
views of ordinary people by hucksters
on the make.. :. Apan fmm being
scurrilous and patronizing,  these cari-
catures are nothing more than a version
of the noble savage by writers who are
conrempluous  of the lives of real peo-
ple.”

The preface may be political, but the
body of the book is amazingly apo-
litical. This is an autobiography of a
woman who was born in a Berlin fen*
ment in 1901,  and who spent her teen-
age years during the First World War
attempting to find enough food to keep
her family alive. Her bmrhw Fritz be-
came an avowed Communist. and she

ical  ferment  o-f post-war Gekani But
aside from her involvement in the
Wandervoegol  movement, a pacifist,
back-to-nature organization, her main
preoccupation was in attempting 10
save something out of her salary as a
factory girl during a time of severe
inflation.

Of this period she says: “What his-
tories of Germany I’ve read char deal
wilh my own times are very different to
whar  we lived and knew and. felt.
Maybe what the writers talk about is
what the leaders  knew and felt, but not
us. Often that history is just baloney.”

After her marriage in 1926, she and
her husband Aii launched an ill-fated
venture in chicken farming. He emi-
grated to Canada in 1928 and she ar-
rived the next year. There follows a
description of rheir  experience as
migrant labourefi  and then the grinding
poverty of Depression Vancouver. The
hard-working Ali seemed unable to
maintain an inlen%  in Ihe same job for
more than a few  months. She found
work as a lumber-camp cook and as a
sausagcstuffeer;  she panned for gold
and operated a hot-dog stand at rodeos.

Her most unhappy experience came
when they  opened a bakery shop in
Lillooet. B.C. Llliooet, she found, was
run by a “high and mighty” clique
headed by Ma Murray and her husband.
The Liiiooet News, she says, “was al-
ways an inane and empty little  sheet. If

,
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saying ‘Damnshur’ at every con-
ceivable place makes one an edimr then
I suppose she was one. but all that
homespun wisdom that sh$s  touted for
always struck me as simple-minded, at
best.”

The many ‘*careers” of this writer
would be a natural for the jacket-copy
writer  of some large publishing house.
But thii book is neither a mass-market
paperback ‘with nation-wide dis-
tribution. nor, in terms ofproduction, a
“quality” paperback. It is the story of a
survivor. of one who could say.
“There’s no purpose to suffering or
dying just for the pride of not giving in.
That’s just stupidity. The first thing is
to stay alive.” And that,  we are told, is
about as Canadian as you can get.

Melinda McCracken wrote of the
parents oftbe 1950s: “The control and
possession of objects transferred itself
to the control and possession of chil-
dren.” Patricia loudry in her recent
book . . and rhe children played des-
ctibes  how she set about preventing the
school system fmm possessing her
children.

Joudry was a successful playwright
in Canada Gd the U.S. during the
1950s. She acd her husband, photo-
grapher John SIeele.  left Canada for
England in the late 1950s. and lived in
London until a spirit told Patricia one
day that she must move to the counky.
Thus, in 1961, Patricia  ‘and John, a
daughter Gay by Patricia’s fbst  mar-
riage. and their two young daughters
Stephanie and Melanie moved to
Shornhill.  a large and decrepit house in
the CowvoIds.

This book is ostensibly about the
educational experiment under&an  by
these parents who did not want to send
their children to school. True, some of
the book does deal with the various
methods they used to allow the children
freedom to develop their own unique
personalities. It is not, however, a
“how-to” book about alternative edu-
cation. For that, A. S. Neil1 is still a
better bet.

Joudry is beat when writing of her-
self (her witing technique was dictated
by the spirit of George Bernard Shaw)
and the many characters to whom she
gave shelter, people almost as charm-
ingly eccentric as she herself.

It would probably  be too earthbound
to observe that the freedom here was
achieved at some expense to others.
Gay was virtually turned  into a skivvy.
washing, cleaning, and looking after
her half-sisters, while her mother clo-
seted herself writing plays that were

never produced. John worked as a
labourer  to try to support his family.
Anh then therewas the contractor who
invested months of work and many
thousamls of pounds into making old
Shornhill a showplace, when the own-
ers knew quite well there \rias  no money
with which to pay him.

Any discussion of freedom se-ems
frivolous when viewed against the
background of Chava Kwinta’s  for-
mative years. In her book, I’m Still
Living, she chronicles her life in the
Jewish Ghetto of Sosnowiec in Poland
during the Second World War.

At the age of 12.she y herded into
a stadium along with 21,000 other

i Jews who thought they were to
have their identification certlticates

stamped. She found instead that she
and most of her friends and family were
slated for exterminMion.  This is hardly
comparable to having more acne than
anyone else at the sock-hop or even
having to learn mathematics and spell-
ing sitting at a hard. uncomfortable
desk.

The duplicity of the Poles who had
been her friends. the extreme hunger,
and the Nazi torture all had to be en-
dured. She survived it all, and was re-
scued from the concentmtih  camp of
Bergen-Belsen, a frail little “mussel-
man.” a living cadaver.

ChavaKwintais not AnneFrank. Her
story was written many years after the
hagic events molt place and 12 years
after she emigrated to Canada fmm Is-
rael. According to the publisher’;
blurb, the book is available in Cole’s
bookstores  in the Toronto  area. It’s to
be hoped that by now it is mote widely
available. Cl

When you wish
UpOIl  d StdL . .

The Great Victorian CoIIection,
by Brian Moore, McClelland &
Stewart, 213 pages, $7.95 cloth.

By SANDRA MARTIN

IN HIS NATIVE Montreal. where he was
an assistant professor of history at
MeGill University, Anthony Maloney
dreamed of assembling a collection of
Victorian memorabilia. He had wanted
to ask the Canada Council - those
latter-day dream merchants - for
funds, but had been warned off. “Im-
practical.” Theo. on a working-
vacation in California. his wish came
true. The world’s greatest collection of
Victoriana appeared in the parking lot
outside the window of his motel bed-
mom. apparently the coocrete product
of his imagination.

Fmm the opening words of his new
novel, Brian Moore has created a ten-
sion between the true and the false. the
real  and the unreal, that often leaves the
poor reader stumbling around  vainly
Qiog to find a way out of the maze.

Once Maloney has conjured up the
collection-pieces from the Great Ex-
hibition of 185 1, objects that exist only
as descriptions in books, secret hordes
of pornography, a correction chamber
rcolete with instruments of flaeellation.
bindage; and other sorts of sexual t&r-
turn - his role becomes insignificant.
The media (principally Brewster of the
New York Times), the experts (Sir
Alfred Mannings,  Director General  of
British Imperial Collections, art his-
mtian Prof. H.F. Clews of Yale Uni-
versity, and psychiatrist Dr. I. S. Spec-
for of the Vanderbilt University Re
search Group), and the businessmen
(notably Bernard  Byron Hickman of
Management Incorporated) take over,
arranging interviews, teats, and promo-
tions.

In the same way that a rich man is
bound by his possessions, Maloney is a
prisoner of the collection; his job, his
esksngcd  wife, his home, his friends,
and even his sleep are forfeit. Having
realized his first dream, Maloney des-
perately tries to create another. But he
cannot. Every night he dreams the same
dream, that he is patrolling his collec-
tion, examining, and admiring his
treasures. Eventually, in the juxtaposi-
tion of original and imitation that recurs
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so frequently, Maloney’s dream alters
and he finds himself watching a dream
monitor, similar to tbe close-circuit
television units in stores.

Maloney returns to Montreal  in des-
peration. He hopes to destroy the col-
lection through  his absence and so rid
himself of the dream. But, several
sleepless nights later he accepts the in-
evitable and meekly returns  to his crea-
tion and what is now hii nightmare.
The collection has suffered some dam-
age because of Maloney’s neglect and it
continues to deteriorate, but at a pace
that is j many times slower than
Maloney’s own decline.

Management Incorporated assumes
control of Tony Maloney (rhymes with
baloney) and hiscollection.  They build
a Disneyland-type playground, The
Great Victorian Village, situated con-
VenientIy  near the freeway and only
three miles from the site of The Great
Victorian Coliection.  The village con-
tains all manner of tourist attractions
fncluding  a large supermarket filled
with shoddy reproductions of Vic-
torians that is dubbed The Great Vic-
~orian  Collection. It is a cheap imitation
cd an imitation. Not surprisingly, the
tourists flock in hordes, ignoring the
csiginal  replica.

The two people closest to Maloney
are Fred X. Vaterman, the local
deputy-stringer for the New York
Times, and his girlfriend, Mary Ann
McKelvey.  (Throughout, the names
are wonderfully ironic.) Vatermah
comes from Oberammergau where
three generations of his family had
leading roles in the Passion Play. Un-
iike them, Vaterman sttuck  out for

California  hoping to become  a great

The .Great Victor&an  Collection
represents the apogei  qf British
Ztnperialism.  The pieces date
from a period when “‘the  sun
never set.. . .” Yet, here they
are mcteated  in the land of
manufactured dreams.

newspaperman. He immediately
latches on to Maloney and his dream as
the vehicle of his own journalistic sue-
cess. Unlike the dreamers Vatermsn
and Maloney, Mary Ann McKelvey  is
Miss America - the embodiment of
men’s dreams. To Vaterman she is a
damsel in distress and he her protector,
to Maloney she is a Victorian maid ripe
for sexual plucking, and to her father
she is the perennial little girl. That she

., _. . . . ! i, y. . . . . . i:::...,,
_._.. ,_-  :.I .”.. i ..-

succeeds in escaping from all these
dreams only serves to make her seem
less real:

The Great Victorian Collection rep-
resents the apogee of British Im-
perialism. The pieces date from a
period when “the sun never set. . . .”
Yet, here they am recreated in the land
qf manufactmed  dreams, arranged not
in splendour  but in a parking lot in
Cannel-by-the-Sea.  California, where
they are baking under a “metal” sun.
Cannel is reputedly an “artist’s pam-
disc,” but in fact, “it occurred to
Maloney that a true artist could hardly
fail to be appalled by the values  evi-
denced in this place.” Whether Moore
is despairing over the demise of the
British Empire, orpointing out that Im-
perialism is a shoddy  theory  based on
false premises, I won’t hazard a guess.

It is a measnre  of Brian Moore’s skill
as a writer that he has created a fantasy
that the reader accepts so impiicitly.
The novel is itself a collection  that in-
vites study. allows  mom to pause snd
puzzle over a character or a theme, or
simply provides a few houm’ diversion
on a rahry  afternoon..  Unlike a museum.
however, your feet won’t get tired
and you pay the admission price only
once. Cl

by Alden Nowlan
One of Canada’s foremost literaw  figures offers an
entertaining chronicle of Campobello  Island. His
lively account of the island’s early rulers, its
involvement in the American War of Independence,
theFenian  Raids, and, in particular, the experiences
of the Roosevelt family on the island, make for
fascinating reading.
As in hls poetry, Alden Nowlan focuses on people,
end his sympathetic perception brings the island of
the past end the island of today vividly to life.

by Cailotta Haoker
An exciting ioOrnal  of exploration and adventure.
Ms. Hacker’s lively account of the experiences of
early women explorers end adventuresses  provides
a captivating series of backgrounds and a depth of
meaning to her own film-meklng  venture -
recording  Africa in the process of change.
“Her vivid  wrtreval  of oeoole  and olaces  is
reminisceni  of Lawrence  D~rrell’s&xendr/~”

(Hamilton Spectator)
Carlotta Hacker is the author of the highly acclaimed
Indomitable Ladv Doctors.

by Peter Such
Now available in papatback
One of the best reviewed Canadian novels of 1973
is available for the first time in paperback,
“Such’s novel seems to me a genuine achievement,
going some distance beyond the power of its theme,
a conveyancing of the llvea of the dead to the minds
of the living . . . The fading picture of a people,
disturbs the mind with its transcience  and approaches
splendour.” (Al PurdyJ
Q2.50 oeoer
$5.95 cloth

fWRElE  V0Kx~.
‘by Joan Hind-Smith

A sensitive and compelling literary biography of three
internatlonally  acclalmed  Canadian novelists  -
Margaret Laurence, Gabrielle  Roy, and Frederick
Philip Grove.
‘This is not your run-of-the-mill tvps of stilted
biography, but a fresh, intimate approach which gives
the reader a graphic insight into the writer’s roots
and motivations for writing . . . Three Voicq Is a
book fdr all who seek to know more about Canadian
Literature and for all who seek a deeper appreciation
of our great wrlters from the Canadian Prairies.”
$7.50 (tiOGTV, Lethbridge)
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A MATRIX FOR MODERN
EDUCATION
John Bremer
A ~rovocatlve and engaging
appeal for a humanistic.
community-based  approach to
learning at all levels.  Wrltten in a
candid. conversational style.
$595

VIRGINS AND VAMPIRES
Joe Rosenbbn
Illustrated by the Author
Poet/artist Joe Rorenblatt’r  poems
and drawing alternate between the
refreshingly nasty,  the hauntingly
prophetic,  the lighthearted and the
downright funny.
$3.95

LISTEN TO THE OLD MOTHER
Hcknr Rosenrhal
Listen to the allurIng sensuality
of there poems, fashioned with
elegant lyricism. illuminating the
varied and subtle workings of the
human hran and mind.
$3.95 PO.

THE PARLDUR REBELLION
100 Years of Struggle for Women’s
Rights
Isabel Ez~sselt

SOME MATTERS OF CONCERN
IiblIer  Gordon.~ . ~_

The unsung heroines of Canada’s
early Rght  for women’s rights
finally receive due attention In
this biographical chmnlde  of
courage and detefmlnation.
$8.95

CELEBRATE THIS CITY
A o!m?‘c pmponenr  Or ewnom’c Joan Flnnlgon  8 Fmnk  Johnslon
natwnalsm. the eminent  former

A beautiful visual and verbal
portrait of a 300.PearaId

finance mlnirter  covers the broad
scape of public policy  imperatfves
for Canadian  survival and
prosperity.
26.92 Cl. $3.95 PO.

EXODUS U.K.

Canadian  city - Kingston,
0ntarlo:A profusion of old and
ne’w photos, 10 original.water.
colours  and lyri! poems.
$7695

Richard Rohmer
From the bestsellIng author of
Uit7matum  and Exxoncmtlon.
anolher  blockbuster, full of
internatlonal  lntrlgue  and global
tcnslon.
sraoo

TOMMY DOUGLAS ’
Doris  Shockleton
A masterful and superbly human
portrayal of the NDP’r beloved
former leader - his  Ilfe, his
polltics, his character and career.
$72.50

THE GREAT CANADIAN
BEER ROOK
Gerry Lnmperl
A full-bodied flow of llghtihd
lively photos. cool  fasts and
smooth, wrl;fying  fabler - a
firsI-class  brouhaha of Canadian
beer-lore through the ages.
$6.95 pa.

IT’S ALL FREE-ON THE
OUTSIDE
Ann Henry

GORDON SINCLAIR
REMEMBERS
Gordon S;,,cfo,r
Outspoken. controversial and
entertalning.  Canada’s garrulous
veteran  of the media reminisces
about people  and places he’s
known, hatdd  and loved around
the world and bask apln.
$8.95

The garish, flashy,stepped-up
world of sideshows and carnivrlr
against  a backdrop of Depression
years  on the prairies by the author
of Laugh, Baby Lqugh.
$8.95

GHOSTS, PIRATES, AND
TREASURE TROVE
7-7~ 7’7mnlonrr  Ihnt “au”,  New
Brunrwlck

WESTERN SHORES
Canada’s Paclflc  Coast
Ted Splepal

Stuart  rrueman.
The Headless Nun. the hidden
treasure  of Captab,  Kldd and who
guards It and how. the Flaming

In one of the nwst spectacu,ar,y
Squaw. the Dungilrvon  Whooper,
the Phantom of Bay Chakur,  the

beautiful  books of the teason, Flaming Ship, the ghost of
photographer-author Ted Spiegel Mme. LiTour, and many others.
explorer the mrgls and majesty of $&95

business  meets a small Marltimez
community . . . and barely
survives.
$8.95

British Columbia’s waters, forests,
dtler and people.

NAKING A KILLING

$22.50
Ernesl  Regehr
Camda  - lnternatlonal  peace.

THE BATTLE OF SALTBUCKET
keeper or war-prospering suppller

REACH
of arms?  An alarming book, that
examines Canada as an armr

Ian MocNeIll
A big, bawdy, comic  novel that
sets new highs In hllarlty  as big

ments  salesman to the world and
the orlglns  of that role.
$2.95  pa.
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Blbl
Poetry by Alexa  de Well
illustrated bv Gall Geitner

I soft cover .45 DD.

Appointn&~‘C;llendarand~
Handbook

.poclcet-sized  daytime; wilt
practical, up-to-date infor
mation  on women.

4atistlcs,  poems, graphics
--lots of space for your i

pointments, addresses,etc
192 pp. soft cover $2.95

Victims and
busier bodies

A Private Place, by Joyce Mar.
shall, Oberon Press, 135 pages,
$6.95 cloth and $3.50 paper.

The Teeth of My Father, by John
Metealf, Oberon Press, 146 Fages,
06.95  cloth and $3.50 paper.

By MICHABL  SMITH

ANYBODY WHO NW heard anything
about Margaret Atwood’s .Survival
must know it has Something  to do with
victims.  And after. reading the seven
stories in A Private Place, it seemed a
safe bet Joyce Marshall should be men-
tioned by Atwood. She is, and it wasn’t
any great surprise. She’s iticluded  in
Survival because she hod to be. (It’s
not that everybody got into Atwood’s
study - Robertson Davies didn’t nor
did Stephen Leacock.  And this, aftet
all, is Marshall’s tbst  collection.)

Instory  aiN.rstory  she writes ofsepa-
rated ot adulterous adults.  isolated
children, drawing in each the tension
between indifference - sometimes
outright cruelty-and caring. until the
one depends on the other and every
budding sadist (“as a victim she was
precious”) needs a masochistic friend.

In the tide story  a young man is
forced through his failing marriage N
talcs  the apartment of a physician, te.
cently  dead. Mail arrives  from the
doctor’s oversess  mistress, who evi-
dently hasn’t been told. At lirst the new
tenant does nothing. But as his own
anxiety builds he reads the woman’s
innocent noNs. He constructs his stilted
reply  only after her fears break inN  the
letters, and she becomes as vulnerable
as he.

In “The Old Woman,” likely Mar.
shall-s best-known story. an engin-
eer forsakes his b$de for the.hypnotic
spell of a hydm plant. In “Salvage”
a woman saves a teen-aged girl fmm
suicide end finds the girl bent now on
mutllatbtg  her protector’s life. The final
story, “So Many Have Died,” mums
to the physician and his mistress -
revealing that she was as much his vie-
tlm  as the young man who rakes  over
his digs.

Marshall and John Met&f  each in-
clude one story about an ancient pmfes-
sional (hers. a woman doctor  his, a
male writer) crawling toward  death.
But unlike Marshall - whose charao

tets  often find an awful threat in
hippy-youth - Metcalf ha& back to
an innocent, though frequently mis-
chievous,  English adolescence.

In “Betyl,” a university boy fum-
bles his manhood rites  with a saucy
Leicester  bakery  lass. In “A Thing
They Wear,” two boys discover the
mysteries of sanitary pads. The black
humour  of “The Strange Aberration of
Mr. KenSmythe,“anaccountofhow  a
German youth band gets hectored by
post-war Brits,  is about as sinister as
Metcalf  gets.

It’s easy to admire Metcalf’s econ-
omy, which bolsters the imny in
stories such as these. He seldom com-
ments; chamcters  are built on snatches
of dialogue; situations on the acfions  of
a handful in a cmwd:In  “Be@” the
poor boy’s predicament-about to be
deflowered, having,to pee -stands in
contrast to a trio of vicars, arguing
miracles on a blaring TV set.

For  readers intrigued by marginalia,
the tide story, “The Tee*  of My
Father,” is dedicated to Alice  Munro,
and forms a sort of companion-piece to
one written by her and dedicated to
Metcalf in 1973. In some ways similar
to the Munm  stNy  (“Home” in 74:
New Canadian Stories), Metcalf’s
memoir analyzes his reaction to his
father’s death, complete with scraps
and comments that tell us what is fiction
and what is ttue.

Of Metcalf s more  “Canadian”
stories,  one is merely a ponlon  - un-.
acknowledged in this  book - from his
early novel, Going Down  Sldw, My
impression is that he has failed to de-
liver the material he once promised to
produce.  Joyce M hall has been slow
to produce  too, a!ut her collection
seemed worth the wait. 0

.
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Undertows and
. Ovid tones

Double-Header, by Raymond
Souster, Oberon Press, unpagt-
nated, $3.95 paper.

The Unwavering Eye: Selected
IPoems,  by Irving Layton, McClel-
land 8r Stewart, 161 pages, $4.95
pap=.

By J.A.S. EVANS

IT IS ciooo  to see  two  old friends on the
publishers’ lists of poets this summer.
Nor old friends in any lirera&ose,  for I
have laid eyes on Souster and Layton
only once each: Souster at a poelry
reading in the old Bohemian Embassy
in Toronto, where litter&i  used to
gather 10 drink cider and arouse the
suspicions of the Toronto police force;
and Layton at a Learned  Societies meet-
ing in Kingston, Ont., where he rdade
an entrance into a somewhat sedate ses-
sion on the problems of editors and
publishers, clad in a leather jacket and
attended by two well-groomed women.
Time has passed. Layton now writes of
his six-year-old son, and Eli Maodel,
whoccmtributesalniefhreword,  speaks
of him as raging “like an old p&phet.
and like an old pmphet he strikes Ere
out of mcli . . . .” Souster harks back
again and again Lo the Second World
War. which has receded into the fast-
nesses of history even for rhose, who,
like me, were boys when our parents
lived through it. Tucked away in
Souster:s  collection is a poem on the
death of Anne Wilkinson, a powe&d
piece evoking Souster’s reaction as he
learned of her death through William
Arthur Deacon’s weekly column. Anne
Wilkinson m&s a line poet, who helped
found Th’e  Tamarack Review, and
whose last poems (published in the first
issue of the lputerloo  Review) am as
lovely as any written by a Canadian
author. William Arthur Deacon  was
once upon a time book editor of the
Tommo  Globe and Mail. So much  for
historical commentary.

But neither book is a collection of
new poems. Souster’s Double-Header
is so called  because it reprints die
pieces in his As Is and Lost nnd Found.
Layton’s is a selection from five publi-
cations produced since Ihe completion
of The Collected Poems of In&g
Lqton,  which appeared in 197 1. Sous-
ter is. as always, evocative in a slightly

prosaic way. He makes his point.
etches his sentiment with economy and
precision, and stops. Take, for in-
stance, “l&e First Scarlet Tanager,”
which appears unobtrusively at the bot-
tom of one of the unnumbered pages
in his volume. “Lightning’s/wildest
flash/tamed fo Earn&flutter-fires  to-
day/the murmurous/green of my/
poplar tree.” Eight short lines, two
stanzas, and all hauntingly lovely.
Souster’s poems tre the literary fmg-
ments of a quiet, sensitive, observant
man.

Not so Layton. Middle age may be
creeping upon him, but he writes as one
who srill participates hugely in life. Yer
there is a reflective note thar often ap-
pears: of how, for instance, he
memorized. Rupert Bmoke’s First
World War sonnet, beginning “If I
should die, think only this of me .”
at Baron Byog  high school in Montreal,
and bow. in the heat of a Greek aRet-
noon, he climbed Lo Bmoke’s grave on
the island of Scyms to see his stame.
Indeed Greece and the classics appear
strongly among the last poems in this
volume. Layton is even moved to adorn

witli a  Latin-title: ‘“Fortuna  e;
Cupidiras.” The Latin is misspelt in my
copy, but let us attribute that to the
printer and not the Latin instruction at
Baron Byng. Another piece has the
title, “IThinkof  Ovid.”

Indeed, Layton does think of Ovid,
but ii is pdll the Ovid who wrote The

Art of Love in the Rome of Augusms
Caesar, and thereby won the dislike of
that moralistic emperor. It is not Ihe
Ovid who died in exile writing his
poetry of sadness on the edge of the
civilized world, not far from LayIon’s
own birthplace, Roumania.  These last
poems of Layton’s are not quite an old
prophet’s roarings. There is agreat deal
of life in our-‘middleaged Layton
yet. 0

“I NEVER SAY ANYTHING PRO-
VOCATIVE”; Witticisms, Anecdotes
and Reflections by Canada’s Most
Outspoken Politicuu,  John George
Diefmbaker.  Collected and aunu-
tared  by Margaret Wente. September.
$10.00 hardcover; $3.95 paperback.

WOMEN IN THE CANADA
MOSAIC
Edited by Gwen Mathcson. August.
S12.00  hardcover; 65.95  paperback.

THE PENNYPINCHER’S  WINE
GUIDE: Revised, ExPanded  & up
dated
BY Gail Dormer & Lucy Waverman.
October.
53.95 paperback.

REDEEMING FEATURES: Themes
and 4mages  in English Canadian
Films
By Robert  Fothcgill & Eleanor -
Dudar. September.
$10.00 hudcover;  S5.95 pap&ack.

A HANDBOOK OF CANADIAN
FILM; Second Edition
By Eleanor Beattic.  December.
g12.00%ardcowr;  85.95 paperhack.

SIMO: Dolphin
By David AlIenby Smith. September.
S6.95’hardcover.

LUCILLE PANABAKER’S SECOND
SONG BOOK
By Lucile Panabaker.  Septwnba
S6.50  spiral bound

WELL FAVOIJRED PASSAGE:
Exploring the Waters, Land and His-
tory of Lake  Huron’s North Channel
By Marjorie Brazer.  July.
$8.95 hardcover.

THE CANADIAN HISTORICAL
CALENDAR & DAY BOOK 1976
By Peter Martin, illustrated by Isaac
Bickerstaff.  Julv.
84.95 spiraI-b&d.

PETER MARTIN ASSOCIATES
35 BRITAIN STREET
TORONTO. ONTARIO
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. WATER SKIING GEORGE ATHANS,  Jr. and CLINT WARD

Anyone can learn to water ski, say George Athans  and Clint Ward. In this bogk, they tell
you how.
Whether you’ve yet to try it, have just learned to stand on your skis, or are ready to master
a 360” wake turn, these internationally known champions will expertly guide you through
the basics, of this popular sport. The three events of competitive water skiing - slalom,
figures, and jumping - are thoroughly explained in step-by-step instructions accom-
panied by careful diagrams.

Illustrated with over 100 photographs and diagrams.

02.973390.1 $4.95 paper

GEORGE AUHANS, La.
o World Champion 1971 to 1974
o Canadian Champion 1966 to 1974
o Holder of 5 Canadian records
o Canadian Amateur Athlete of the Year

1972,1973
o Member Canada’s National Team 1966 to

1974
o Member Canadian Amateur Athlete’s Hall

of Fame
o Member of The Order of Canada
o Member Canada’s Sports Hall of Fame

BIMU WARD
o Canadian Champion 1961,1967  to

1969
o Coach/Manager Canada’s National

Team 1965 to 1971
o Chairman 10th World Water Ski

C h a m p i o n s h i p s
o President Canadian Water Ski

Association 1966 to 1970
,

o President Group 1 of the World Ski
Union since 1971
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A Knight by Dried Plums,  by
David McFadden, McClelland &i
Stewart,  95 pages, $3.95 paper.

Name, by Seymour Mayne, FWss
l?orc@ic.  95 pages, $3.50 paper.

Daisies on a whale’s Back, by
Carol Leckner. Fiddlehead. 60
pages,  $2.50 paper.

By LEN GASPABIM

THEBB  HAS ALWAYS been some-
thing of the vaudeville in the poetry of
David McFadden; and the title of his
latest collection. A Kn;ggr in Dried
Plumv.  portends just such a program of
madcap antics and slapstick satire.
McFadden not only pamdiis  the sacred
corns and divests the civic-minded of
their fig leaves, but he also has a knack
for investing the most blandly ordinaty
incident with a sense of the grotesquely
suueal.  And he usually succeeds  in this
tnnsmogrification  of mannets because
(unlike other poets) he mfoses  to take
himself too seriously. Laughter is his
metaphor; but it is the laughter of one
who perceives the comic element in the
least comical, the incongudtics  rather
than the canned effect.

Most of the poems in this volume
teeter ambivalently between reason  and
instinct; consequently, a kind of henl-
thy. honest schizophrenia underlies the
real meaning of the poem, as typified  in
“The Saint”:

Other poems such as “The Spoiled
Brat,” “A Typical Canadian Family
Visits Disney World,” “House
plants,” “Natme,”  “Death of a i&n
Who Owned a Swimming Pool,” and
perhaps a dozen more stress this
dichotomy to the extreme. The uncx-
petted is always present, but neverpt’e-
dictable  in McFadden’s poetry. There.
are some pieces, however, that don’t
quite make it. They start off with a loud
noise and end with a bubble of inert
ideas - a symbolic bubble at that.
“Sex Organs” is one of them; “Grey
Plute  September” another. McFadden
sometimes overloads his poems with

__ .__._  _.....  ____.  -. __.._.- -

images, and when that happens, all we ’
get is a test signal.

,4 Knight in Dried Plums is undottbt-
edly  his best book to date, and even
though its absurd title makes me want
to dmp a pun, the wit and beauty of
such  poems as “Impotence,~’  “Moose
Jaw,” and “The Golden Treasury  of
Knowledge” add to his growing reptt-
tation,  and administer a badly needed
shot in the arm to the content of con-
tempcnaty  Canadian poetry:

Name. Seymour Mayne’s ninth col-
lection of poetry, is sadly disappoint-
ing. Too much esoterica  and mythical
fluff mar whatever subject he writes
about. His  Klein-Layton-Zionistic sen-
sibilities seem embarrassingly derlva-
tive.  and his diction often suffers tiom  a
zealousness that ls poetically at var-
iance with his purpose. The energy is
there, but the poems am limp in com-
parison. They bite with a tortoise-like
tenacity, but move in pmsy,  rhythmless
lines that plop like rocks in watet:  “The
stones of Baka shone that night/Your
eyes held me and let go rapidly.” It’s
obvious that Mayne needs to renovate
hii  phrases,  do a bit of dusting here and
there.

Of course, the trouble with Mayne’s
Blanche Powuail Garrett

poetry is that it exists (I suspect) only Poliowing the succeis/of her last
for a cla9ue.  of academic critics and book, Canadian Country Preserv’es
poets. If this is the case, it is no longer
art but the cipher language of a secret

and Wines, Blanche Garrett now

society for the propagation of meaning- presents us with a wide assortment
less individuality. The poems  become
shibboleths, totally remote  from the

of unthought of recipes for soups,

experiences of “a dishwasher, worm- salads, btttters,prcsct-ves,  dcsscrts,

picker, drummer.  . or milkman.” If it candy; wines and vinegars, using
is true. as Lantreamont  said, that
“poeuymustbemadeby~ll.“then~ve

wild plauis and fruits found all

must find a new language in which one _ overCanada.Cousidewhiteclovcr
heart will speak to another without in- cream, pate with watercress, milk-
termediation.  Mayne  is mom  OXI- weedpodsoup,raspberryJyllabub-
cemed  with the poem’s performance

than with the poem’s appeal. One can- sumac piul
eels  out the other.

But then, there a few good poems in
A Taste of the Wild is ideal fdr cur-

~tc~c.  *&Soft  leave Spread . :* and ious cooks,  ami those  who are
“Vancouver Night  Drips Gently” ate
both evocative of the sensuotisness  and

intrigued with the idea of taking .

mystery of life. “Booze”  (an Italian advantage of Canada’s bounty of

variety of lawn bowling played in a wild plants from the fields and
small contt)  and “Vetnal Equinox” are w&ls.
likewise lyrical  and interesting. But. . .
Mayne’s Name will fail to satisfy even $9.95 cloth
the most benignly patient reader.

Daisies on a Whale’s Back is Carol
full colour  cover,illustrated

Leckner’s  first book of poems.  unfor- September  publication
tunately.  her poetry is flat, mawkish,
clioh&hoked,  and completely without
style. Most of her work is paragraph- James Lorimer
ically  cut  up to resemble stanzas, but
even this poetical moulding  is awkward
because of careless enjombments  and

&Company Publishers
, 1
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static caesuras. For example: “Cook-
ing over a hot stove&like  my mother)/l
suddenly worried about you/and rushed
to the phone -’ ‘. This is not even good
prose. Leckner would do best to revise
all that she has written. As it is, the title
poem is not only short, but &void of
anything that could be called lyrical.
Fiddlehead should have its wrist
slapped for publishing this volume. 0

Coming from
d long line

of versifiek
The Poet’s Record: Verses on

Canadian History, edited by Keith
Wilson and Elva  Motheral, Peguis
(462 Hargrsve  St., Whmipeg),  132
pages, $7.50 cloth and $3.25 paper.

Mirrors: Recent Canadian Verse,
selected by Jon P-we, Gage, lg2
pages, $2.95 paper.

Borderlands, by Don Gtittaridge,
Oberon, unpaghmted,  55.95 cloth
and $2.95 oaoer.

By DOUG BEARDSLEY

nvo aoucxmm  ra*cmas at tbe Uni-
versity of Manitoba have combined
their editing talents to give us The
Poet’s Record and they have done a
good job. These poems should appeal
to everyone, though the book’s primary
purpose is to encourage the correlation
of poetry and history and to introduce
secondary-school and college students
of Canadian history  to some of the
poetry that reflects their rich and
diversified heritage. For teachers, there
is also a supplemental guide available
for 51.25, which directs the student to
further reading and leads the reader m
see the relevance of each poem to con-
temporary life. Without this guide, the
layman is still on sure ground since
each poem is prefaced by a brief  intm-
ductory note placing the poem in its
historical context.

The book is arranged in five sections
or historical periods, according to
theme. There are many high moments,
though for me the verse far outweighs
the poetry - an imbalance .that sug-
gests that pexhaps  the book has come m
us several years too soon. I’ve only to
think of the most recent work of young
poets such as Don Gutteridge,  David
Helwig,  and Gary Geddes,  in the field
of what I like to call “the documentary

22  BOOLS  In Canada, August. 1975
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narrative.”  m feel certain that this is so.
The Poet’s Record opens with

D’Arcy McGee’s spirited oration on
Carder, in the section “Exploration.
And The French Period.” The second
part, entitled “Cessioh T o
Confederation,” is the strongest: John
Newlove’s wonderful poem “Samuel
Hearne  In Wintertime” and the verses
of McLachlan,  O’Grady,  and Howe are
outstanding; and the anonymous verse
from Newfoundland. “Her t&e turns
m Britain, her back m the Gulf/Come
here at your peril, Canadian Wolfl.”
and the cry of the Fenians, “Maoy bat-
tles we’ve won along with the boys in
blue,/And we’ll go and capture
Canada, for we’ve nothing else m do”
are the stuff out of which nations am
made. This section confirms  that we
had some 6rst-rate  versifiers  in this
country  in the last century, if not great
poets. The middle part is Canada
“Developing Nationhood And The
Second World War,” highlighted by
E. I. Pratt’s movmg “The Pacific
Scandal” speech of that mysterious
man. Edward Blake. This is “history as
pocky” at its best, in one of the first
documentary narratives written in
Canada. There is fine verse again in the
anonymous “The Alberta Home-
steader” and Robert Service describes
the Gold rush ir his “The Trail Of
NmetyZight.”  (What a fine tradition
of good popular verse we havel) “The
-bled Years 1919-1945”  contains
some good socialist poems (especially
the one by Mona Gould), but it is the
final section of “Post-War Events And
Problems” that contains  many minor

poems. This is where the anthology is
weakest, and where it should be
strongest. Maybe a revised edition five
years from now would serve  m over-
come my criticism. Till then, this is a
good anthology and a great idea.

Mirrors is an anthology of recent
Canadian poetry taken fmm work wit-
ten since 1955.  It attempts to chart the
various distinctive contours  of the con-
temporary Canadian landscape through
poems grouped  thematically in nine

‘sections: poems about growing up, na-
ture, love, poetry, alienation, city life,
social criticism, people, and growing
old. Pearce has tried his best not m
include what he refers to as “any of the
old war-horses that am regularly and
monomnously  anthologized” and to a
great extent he has succeeded.. All mo
infrequently, excellent poems by
AC&, Wayman, Ziemth, Ondastje,
and Musgrave,  intrude on what I feel to
be an uninspired selection. The  only
interesting aspect of the selection is that
the editor has chosen a substantial rep-
resentation of poems by Quebec poets
in translation, but even these fail to
represent the most recent and best work
of Ii&ert,  Gig&e,  Pilon, Renault,
and Brault,  among others. And yet who
am I to complain? So many Canadian
anthologies. Such a joyful noise!

More than a century ago, John
Jewitt, son of an English blacksmith,
was taken prisoner by Maquina,  chief
of the Nootkas, who massacred the en-
tire mew of a ship save’two, near what
is now Vancouver. For three years
Jewitt  lived with the Indians, taking a
native wife (though extracts from his

A SUMMER DREAM

Once in II dream, between IWO troubled slips
Of sleep, I sow you in your brightest guise.
Methought  you stood, but tears were in yaw eyes,
Sofrcr  than min or any dew that drips.
On my cold hand you laid your finger  tips
And I. touched by (I sudden sweet stwptise,
Caught you in both mine orms with sobs and sighs
And kissed your  brow, beloved. and your lips.

And you - ah yes! even you, upon toy breast
Leanedfor (I moment. with cheeks wet and watt.
Then smiled and vanished: but for tnony bows
I wondered in a speechless dream.  coressed
By windsfrom  such a magic summer dream
As never wontoned  over earthly flowers.

(From krmpmon’s  Kate: Late Love Poems of Archibald
Lompman,  edited by Margaret Coulby Whitridge, Borealis
Press, 52 pages, 53.95 paper.)

.’
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THE PRINCESS  STORY
Norman R. Hacking and
W. Kaye Lamb
A Saga OF Memorable Ships
Hem is the story of ships that, over a
perfod  of nearly a century and a half,
served cities and settlements along
the entire Pacific coast of Canada
and the Panhandle of Alaska.

The contribution  of the coasters to
life and the general well-being of
British Columbia  has been immense.
Tourists from all over the world were
awed by the msgnlflcencs  of the In-
side Passage to Alaska. It Is not sur-
prising that many of the ships that
have vanished are remembered by
thousands of psopfs  with admiration
and affection.
360 pages. 99.75, illustrated

A NEW HISTORY OF
CANADA
Jacques Lacoursl~re,
Cl&de  Bouchard,
translated from the French by
Richard Howard
This' set oovem the entlrs  panorama
of Canada’s history From the
Canadien  point of view.
1000 New Worlds to Find
1601 Fishermen and FurTraders
1701 A Losing Game
1761 Crisis of Adjustment
1801 Spread of Power ’
1841 ,Questfor  Viability
1864  A New Reglms
1957 Movements West
1905  Nation Among the Natlons
1026  A Time of Shocks
1939  War and Peace
IQ50 World Presence
1960 Quiet Rsvolutlon
1967 In Search of Solutions
Towards the 21st Century
Over 1400 pages, many In full-
coIouI; 15 volumes, 929.95

The 1976 standard catalogue of
CANADIAN COINS
tokens and paper money
24lh  edition by J. E. Charlton
280 pages, S5.95
hard cover $7.95
Also available
CHARLTON COIN GUIDE
97 pages, 756

GONE ARE THE DAYS
Edlted by Addan  Macdonald

Thls Is an attempt  by nine Can
dians,  all born around the turn of tl
century, to bring to llfs  the 1Q yes
fmm 1895 to the First Great War.

“Those years were  marvsllor
years to be alive. It was an era
perpetual progress. Most of the i
vsntions which make lifes0  safe at
comfortable today hsd their bsgl
nlngs  In those years -the motorci

~Z$;;;:h:$::  “1;;:

206 pages, hard covsr, $7.95

6 to 27 oercent
1 to 50 year Amortizations.
$25 to $100,000
This handy pocket-book is the
standard In the industry.
540 psgss, $5.95

SAANNES iPubkxlti
Box 62OQA o Toronto M5W 1 P6
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journal make ir clear he had intended  to
leave from the first), and finally aban-
doning his newly born son when ihe
chance came fo escape. The peer vis-
ired the northwest coast of British Col-
umbia fo documenl  rhe narrative of
Maquina and his selected slave, John
Jewitt.  More drama than poem,
Goneridge’s  Borderlands fuses prose
extracts from journals with poetry in a
powelful  language of place and situa-
tion bofh  real and imagined:

~Maquim:  Lmguqefsrhe
w~~wdefine
a c-nn.wlinr
foro”rsk,”

Jewilk Mybo&
u~i/lhcom a
comofhes

Don Gurreridge’s  previous works in
this form on Louis Riel  and The Quest
for North Coppermine  wera  interest-
ing, bur  neither of them has fhe formal
tightness and clarity that makes
Borderlands so compelling. What a
marvalous  way to come I0 grips with
our historical past. seeing it. as if for
rhe first time, tbmugh  rhe imaginative
eye of conlemporary  poetry. q

H IIe0

Colombo
The Sad Truths: New Poems,  by

John Robert Colombo, Peter Martin
Associates, 99 pages, $8.95 cloth end
$3.95 paper.

Translations from the English:
Found Poems, by John Robert Col-
ombo, Peter Martin Associates, 118
pages, $8.95 cloth and $3.95 paper.

Under the Eaves of a Forgotten
Villa8e:  Siity  Poems from Contem-
porary Bulgaria, tramdated by John
Robert Colombo-and Nikola  Row
sanof& Hounslow  Press, 70 pages,
$1.95 paper.

By DONNA DUNLOP

JOHN  ROBERT  COLOMBCI,  a u t h o r  a n d
editor of nearly 20 books of poetry
since 1959, now brings us The Sad
Truths. a new selection of original
poems, and Translations from the
Qglish. a lively montage of found
poetry.  He has also co-translated with
Nikola Roussanoff  Under the Ewes
of a Forgotten Village: Sixty Poems
fmm Contemporary Bvlgaria.  the
tirsr  anthology of this kind to appear in
English.

24 Books In Canada, August, 1975
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In The Sad Truths Colombo ex-
amines experience with the zeal of an
encyclopedisr and the wisdom of a cap.
ricious  Buddha. What people do, say.
feel, write, or imagine seems to be the
stuff  of reality. And one of the qualities
of Colombo’s poetry is that it explores
human feeling and activitjr  withour  re-
lying on purely emotive language.
Colombo’s use of distance tends 10
focus and balance what otherwise
would amount to sensory overload.

Being a Canadian does not disinherit
one from rhe rest of the world. In “My
Genealogy” Colombo writes: “Blood
flows through my veins/at different
speeds:/Itnlian,  German, Greek,
French-Canadian. I Sometimes it
mixes.” This fluency mns lhmugh Ihe
poems, so that all manner of things are
seen fmm alternate points of view. In
“Canadian Images,” 13 ways of look-
ing at the Canadian mosaic m pm-
sented  from west to cast  to north as seen
from the author’s psychical and geo-
graphic vantage points. He wriw: “4.
Twenty miles apart, CBC transmitting
fowers, metallic mowers working
their way across the prairies. From the
windows of a CNR parlour  car.112.
Immense saucers circling above tiny
igloos lbsl  in rhe frozen/North.  By im-
aginarion.”

Many of the poems in this  collection
are composed of fragments that,  when
considered collectively. effect an or-
ganic unity-a sort of moveable  feast
of fact and fancy. Colombo explores a
variety of subjects in both phenomenal
and chronological time. and while all
rhe poems could be defined as personal,
in the sense that they are individual,
they also reflect  a sensibility that trans-
cends but does not abandon the strictly
personalanddoessowithsomecharm.

Translations from the Ettglish  is a
book of mold-dimensional surprises
and assorted literary lore. Each poem is
accompanied by a few lines, either
anecdotal or proverbial, touching wirh
informative humqur  on the source of,
the poem, found poetry, and art  in gen-
eral. Following “Our Canada” Cal-
ombo wires: “I agree with the French
aclress Arletty  who once said: ‘Tears
are just a trick. It is more difficult to
make people laugh.’ And I agree with
Colombo, who succeeds.

Although many of the poems are
lifted fmm sources as direct as the mail.
books, advenisemenrs, and indexes;
Colombo has gone beyond himself;  that
is. he has found the already found. He
has taken and modulated lines from die:

as The Omnibus BelieveltorNot  and
A Graveyard Reader. The difference,
of course, lies in what has been
selectad.  Colombo’s finds have been ar-
ranged in such a way thar there is a
percepmal. about-face from page 10
page. Though most of the poems will
amuse and inform you, there are exep-
dons. One such is “Fragments Of A
Life: Norman Bethone,”  which is a
realistic, unsentimenral  found tribute to
Bethune. More ?ypical  of the volume
are the assembled sfdppets in ‘,‘Idols  of
The Silver Screen.” For example,
here’s Marlene Dietrich: “When I die,
I’d like to be buried in Paris/But I’d
tiso like 10 leave my heart in England./
And in Germany-nothing.”

Under the-Eaves  of (I Forgotten
Vi/loge  includes rhe works of IO Bul-
garian poets in translarion. The poetry
is serious-minded and the sentimen!s
sincere. A national state of mind is evi-
deni but beyond rhis the poets am each
individually concerned with univer-
sals. In rhe poem “Meditation”
Vladimir Bashev  writes: “We simply
must have/the  rendemesslof that little
unknown woman/who firsi ivove the
charm/of our land into her embmid-
cry.”

These are also poems of struggle,
and they often’express  a tenacity which
seems fo have been arrived  at both
through  necessity and by namre. Da-
myan Damyanov  writ& in “Free-
dom,” which is a definition poem: “If
is a shin with a bullet  hole/through
which you can see the sun.” 0
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The topics discussed in Canadian Forum SubscrIptlen  Rates:
centre on notoriously sensitive areas. Individuals:

like politics. philosophy and the arts. New 0 1 year S7.50 cl 2 years $14.00
Undaunted. our contributors have a Renewal 0 1 year $7.50 0 2 years 514.00

tendency to be fearless. And, what’s more, Student Introductory Offer 0 1 year $5.00
we encourage them. Libraries 0 1 year 510.00 q 2 years $18.50
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opinions are published that you may per yearpostage.
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Poems. pore and  plays on the
history  and people of P.E.1.
0 128  pp., illwtrated
o 93.95  paper;  88.95 cloth

lE4E!IxwlVL2
his story in pictures
son hiioire tllustrfe

A picturebook  story of his life . . .
in Engllsh  and French
For children  and young adults.
o 80 pp., large format
o 53.00 paper 16.95 cloth

New hm NC Prws
Box 4010.  Stn. A., Tmonto,  Out.

For owr thirty-seven years Ex-
posttlon  Press published book
manusorlpb  equa l  to  t rade
s tandards  In  an average  of
three m o n t h s - a  t h i r d  t h e
u s u a l  time. O u r  special  lm-
prhlts, Bxposltlon-unkwslty
(soholarly), Banner  ( t rade ) .
Lochlnvar (AmerIcana),  Teat*
ment (rellglous),  are reserved
for deswvlng  works  In  their
s e p a r a t e  fields. We otter a
complete publlshlng service In-
cludlng editorial  supervIsIon.
a dynsmlc advsrtlslng. bar-
ketlng a n d  pmmotlonal  p r o -
gram and trade dlstrlbutlon.
lnqulrles a m  Invlted; edltortal
reports furnished v/lthout obll-
gatlon.

F R E E :  Two fact-fllled  b r o -
c h u r e s  oontslnlng  a detalled
descrlptlon  of our publlshlng
plan and presenting  a break-
down of Contract terms and
typIcal costs.

SIB EDMVND  W A L K E R  (1848-1924).
Resident ofthe Bankof  Commerceand
supporter of cultural institutions
throughout Canada, collected, among
other noble items, Japanese prints; he
appears to have been one of the first
North Americans to delve into that de
lightful  aesthetic realm. His ample col-
lection of more then 1,000 items was
bequeathed to the Royal Ontario

-Museum. an institution that has been
recently publishing its hitherto hidden
holdings in many valuable and hand-
some volumes. Now, connoisseuKhip
in Japanese prints admits no dilettantes;
it requires the utmost expertise in sort-
ing out spurious editions, overprlnt-
ings, and the small but important altera-
tions in successive printings of original
editions. In. Professor David
Waterhouse of the East Asian Studies
Department at the University of To-
Ionto,  the ROM found a scholar with
previous experience in Japanese prints,
with a meticulous temperment. and
with a deep knowledge of “things
Japanese.” Waterhouse shares with us
in Images of Eighteenth-Century Japan
(ROM, 514.95 cloth and $9.95 paper),
a catalogue of 171 prints from the
Walker Collection, his love .of
minutiae, his awareness of other prints
in other collections, his sensitivity to
Japanese literature, his knowledge of
Yoshiwara  fashion, and his reverence
for bibliographic protocol. Even an en-
perienced  scholar will respect the fas-
tidiousness of this catalogue and will
learn many facts fmm Waterhouse,
What Waterhouse does not share with
the reader is an appreciation of style -
that is, an appreciation of these prints as
art. capturing and transmitting a certain

&n vital specific to their fascinating
time and peculiar hand. The book is
decently printed and bound but will in-
spire no special awe on either count; of
the 171 illustrations, only seven are
presented in colour.

IucB*nu *. pnaav

“IT IS NO more acceptable for
[mummy]tostrikehimthanitlsforhim
to strike her.” So say Norma McDiar- *
mid, Mari A. Peterson. and James R.
Sutherland, authors of Loving  and
Learning: Interactin with Your Child
jkwn Birth to Three (Longman  $%95),
as they underliue their adherence to the

_ current permissive philosophy of
child-rearing. As the statistics on child
battering are released  in the press, child
specialists cringe from the merest
whisper of the word “spanking.” One
suspects they fear that spanking neces-
sarily leads to beating as night follows
day. Too bad. This short-sighted war- -
rying almost totally destroys a young
parent’s intuitive approach to a.child
and renders him or her inbapable  of
taking incisive action on the smallest
points of discipline. And this book,
whose authors are all  connected with
the Canadian Mothercraft  Society in
Toronto, also shows the trend is more
and more toward a cetebral  approach to
parent-child interaction with less ob-
servance of our natural animal in-
stincts. The games and learning ac-
tivities, albeit useful, sound more like
military exercises than a naNt’al  re
sponsive interplay between parent and
offspring. In this very approach, the
authors exhibit the overriding infhtence
we’re receiving from current American
theoreticians. Unhappily, the book
does not present a much-needed
counterbalance. .

c*Kx FINLAY

wtr.Lr*M a. w+sorr was a genuine
Canadian pioneer. not one who hewed a
farm out of virgin bush or founded a
town in the wilderness, but one of the
first art dealers to soecialize  in the work

I

of Canadian artists. He arrived  in
Montreal in 1905 and found a job with
John Ogilvy, the only exclusive art
dealer in town, who concentrated on
furnishing the homes of wealthy rner-
chants with traditional Dutch, French,
and English landscapes: “quiet” paint-
ings they were called. In 1908  he estab-
lished his own gallery  in the back of his
father’s antique state and began to dis-
play, and slowly sell, paintings by F. S.
Cobum. J. C. Franchere, Henri Julie”,
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Maurice  Cullen.  suimr core, Paul car-
on. Clarence Gagnon,  and J. W. Mor-
rice. He. also became enthralled with
the work of Cornelius Krieghoff and
conducted international searches for his
paintings. The highlight of his Krieg-
hoff scouting was bis purchase in a
London auction room of five KtieghotT
paintings for five guineas. Retro-
spective: Recollections of a Mon-
treal Art Dealer (U of T Press,
$8.50) was written  by WaIson in,bis
85th year (he died in 1973). II is ram-
bling. anecdotal. and charming. His
friendships with the artists  he promoted
are lovingly delineated and some un-
usual anecdotes about their methods of
work are included. He also disxxsses
the collectors he sold paintings to and
describes with some relish the collec-
tion of William Van Home whose taste
and artistic talent he greatly admired.
Watson’s  “recollecrions” a*e a
significant contribution to an aspect of
Canadian art history that is often neg-
lected: rhe process that brings together
the artist and the collector and ensures
the developmenr  and preservation of
art. Watson, by his ow? account, lived
a life of happy fulfillment doing ex-
actly what he wanted. He also had the
satisfaction of seeing his “guinea
Krieghoffs”  sell for $25,000 and more,
and thus seeing a partial justification of
his life’s work.

RICHARD LANDON

THE GAUES  LICICTORS  (and patients)
play is the angle in William
Gifford-Jones’s The Doctor Game
(McClelland & Stewart, $7.95), and
the fbsr few chapters give the inside
track on modem medical routines in
“how to” fashion, with a winning
combination of pop language, lechnical
case histories, and the quoted wisdom
of the ages. Ignorance of the relative
costs and benefits in tbe bewildering
polymorphous state of modern
medicine is the anxious con-
sumer-vi&m’s greatest weakness.
Gifford-Jones tips the reader on how 10 _
get the most out of the system and the
right doctor, touching on the medical
and ethical questions of VD, sex pmb-
lems, diets, acupuncture, and smoking
and cancer. This cunningly leads to a
lively argument on more serious and
controversial issues - abortion,
sterilization. and statesupported  medi-
cal care - emphasizing that medicine
is increasingly becoming a fierce
political game of individual freedom,
life, and death.

$C!RIPT-
& FILM
Crisis in the

clmina house
Cl

Leaving Home, by David French,
New Press,  105 pages, $3.95 paper.

Of the Fields,  Lately,  by David
French, New Press, 112 pages,  $4.95
Pap-.

By FORSTRR  FRFXD

T H E  RECENT  OPENING  of  David
French’s One Cmck Out aI Toronto’s
Tarragon Theatm is of special sig-
nificance to anyone conwed with
Canada’s burgeoning theatrical scene.
By reuniting this popular playwright
with the tbeatxe  that helped give birth  to
hi previous successes (Leaving Home

Nor is it presumptuous to Claim that
this  hismry  is of more than local in-
terest. Since ha founding, Tarragon has

and Of The Fields. Lately) and by serv-

become a kind of clearing house for

ing as Tarragon’s final production  be-

new Canadian scripts.  One need cite
but a few examples. In terms of pmduc-

fore a one-year sabbatical for artistic

tions, thq are the recent CBGTV pr+
sentations  of French’s Leaving Home

director Bill Glass&,  ‘One Cmck Out

and David Freeman’s You’re Gonna
Be Alright  Jam&Boy as well as the

brings Tarragon’s history to a climax.

formation of Keith Turnbull’s  new
touring company that hopes 10 bring
James Reaney’s  The DonneUys  fo a na-
tion-wide audience. And in publica-
tions, this pattern is reflected by New
Press editions OfLeaving Home and Of
The Fields. Lately, not to mention the
publication by Talonbooks of Michel
Tremblay’s plays in their “Tarmgon
translations.” In short, Tarragon has
become a national concern.

It has also become a unique kind of
success story. And while folk wisdom
assem thar nothing succeeds like sue-
cess, Tarragon’s experience suggesu
otherwise. Tarragon has paid an artistic
price for its popular acclaim.

The key fo thesuceess  of more recent
Tarragon productions is the ease with
which audience% identify with their re-
spective  pnagonists:  each of whom is
funny, friendly, and above all, earnest.
For all their differences in theatrical
technique, Freeman’s You’re Gonna

Be Alright  Jamie-Boy, Tremblay’s
Hosanna  and Bonjour.  L& Bonjour,
Ueaney’s  The Donnellys,  and now
French’s One Crack Out are celebra-

. tions of their heroes’ moral and
spiritual rectitude. Far fmm confmnt-
ing hs audience, Tarragon has, of late,
offered a frankly n@ssistic  experi-
ence.

One Crack Out eoneems an assort-
ment’of  Toronto low-lifes: hustlers  and
their victims, pimps and their whores,
gamblers and their collectors. The

In those terms, One Crack Out is a

play’s central character is Charlie

fitting conclusion m ‘Tarragon’s first
four years - not because it typifies  the,

Evans, a pool shark down on bis luck in

problems or the achievements of
this  theatre  but because it presents the

the bedroom as well as in the poolhall.

problems in exaggerated form. At the
outset it must  be stressed that One
Crack Out is below the level of writing

At the mot ofhis  problems  is Bulldog, a

one expects  of the Tarragon, or of

vicious black collector with ‘whom

David French.

Charlie refuses’to  play pool on ostensi-
bly moral grounds. Seeking revenge,
Bulldog seduces Charlie’s stripper
wife, Helen - an act that undermines

THE
EUVE lLAlrEslr

VOJLUJMES
Fanny. an autobiographical novel
by Louis Dantin, dean of Quebec
critics. It dwribes  the meeting of
cultures within a tender relation-
ship.
Jos Carbone. an experimental,
prize-winning novel by Jacqpes Be-
noir.
The Grandfathers. a recent work by
Victor-L&v Beablieu, winner of the
1974 Cove;nor  General’s Award for
fiction.
The S+ Elias. a tragi-comedy of
Quebec rural life during the first
third of the 19th century. by Jacques
Ferron.
The Juneberry Tree. one ofJacques
Ferron’s  most poetic novels, eyplor-
ing a child’s perception of the world
and human cruelty.
Pauer.  $2.50 each.
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Durable, colourful  Starline  paperbacks provide ihe b&st  and least expensive reading for children
and young people. Ask for Starline  paperbacks at your local book store.

HALLOWE’EN FUN by Judy Owens
A child-tested, fun-tilled activity book that provides all the Ingredients for a
spooky Hallowe’en  party: costumes, decorations, recipes end gemes.  Brilliant,
full-colour  illustrations and zany characters make this book very appealing
to pung readers. Reading level: ages  7 to 9. $130

WHITE CALF by Cliff Faulkner
According to a Blackfoot  legend, e white buffalo is a spirit that can  bring good
hunting-or greet harm-to e tribe. When Eagle  Child takes a white calf
home with him, the luck seems to be all bed. This story vividly re-creates  life
in a camp of Plains buffalo hunterr-and  the games, dreams  and fears of e
small boy in that camp. Reading /eve/: ages  9 to 11.  $1.00

IT HAPPENED IN CANADA by Gordon Johnston
From the night the moon shone blue to the girl who flew on the wings of the
wind, here are hundreds of amezlng  tales, facts and events told in cartoons.
This collection of panels was  abridged from  the tirst two volumes of Mr.
Johnston’s work, which has been a popular feature in newspapers  across the,
country.  Reading level: ages  10 and up. $1.00

THE FORGOTIIN  WORLD OF ULOC by Bryan Buchan
Tiny Uloc,  a guardian spirit of the waters, Is feted to die wi!h  his.polluted  pond
unless someone helps him. gut when Doug, Ann and Paul come to his aid,
they find themselves embarked on e terrifying battle against supernatural
enemies. A timily  and absorbing fantasy. Reading level: ager  91o11.$1.00

DAN PATCH AND OTHER TALES OF PIONEERING IN THE WEST
by MaBnur  Bjomoon
In this remarkable collection of stories, a Saskatchewan pioneer recalls  his
boyhood amid the hardships, humour  and rich human texture that marked
prairie  Canada in the early years  of this ,century.  Reading level: ages 10 u,
1 3 .  1 1 . 0 0

CLIFFORD, THE SMALL RED PUPPY by Norman Bddrvell
Norman gridwell’s  most popular character is Clifford  r lovable, huge red dog.
gut how did Clifford get so big? This amusing tale tells how he grew from a
tiny puppy to the size of a barn. The “readable” pictures and minimal text will
encourage all children to enjoy this book. Reading /eveI:  ages  6 and 7. The
record is 33% rpm.  $2.30

RUMPELSTILTSKIN  by the Grimm Brothers, retold by Edith H. Tarcov’
Here is a wonderful retelling of a story that has always delighted the very
young, who are captivated by the antics of the tiny Rumpelstiltskin  and the
comic efforts of the queen to guess his name. Reading level:  age 6. The record
is 3345  rpm.  $2.30

Each record-book combination includes a Scholastic paperback book with  its own specially prepared
7” record. Record and book fit neatly’into  the inside pockets of a sturdy folder, with identifying
label on the spine for convenient shelving.

Retailea: For a catalogue  listink  more than 600 titles, including 175 new releases and almost 40
record-book combinations, write to Scholastic Publications, 123 Newkirk  Road, Richmond Hill,
Ontario or phone 416~889-0330.
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Charlie’s confidence and forms the
background to the difficulties that
hound him during the play. Carved to
its essentials. One Crack Out is nothing
more than a struggle behveen these two
men.

Not that one could wish for anything
more. Had French been content to de-
velop the core conflict as a character
study, One Crack Out might have
proved a stunning play. Instead, French
has produced a poolhall  pot-boiler. a
cmss between Scribean drama and The
Hostler. The result  is disappointing,
because with this play French fails in
areas that have previously been his
strengths.

BeforeOne  C&k Our.  the chieffea-
tore of French’s writing has been its
simplicity. and consequently its hon-
esty. Taking  advantage of the oppor-
tunity provided by New Press, one
finds that both Leaving Home and Of
The Fields, Lately  (the latter marred
only by excessive sentimentality) man-
age to stand up to closer scrutiny.
Moreover, one senses that it is their
very lack of pretence that makes this
possible. Both of these early plays are
sparsely plotted dramas, their action
flowing logically from the volition of
the characters. And by providing a
series of finely sketched and well-
balanced confrontations, both plays il-
luminate the characters involved as
well as segments of one’s own experi-
ence.

With One Crock Out, French has
discarded these simple virtues. replac-
ing them with an ingeniously detailed
plot. By way of summary, suffice itto
say that Charlie Evans manages to ac-
cumulate a $3.000 debt - payable to
none other than his arch enemy. Bull-
dog. The balance of the play concerns
his frantic efforts to raise the money.
To claim that this is devoid of tension
and humour would be unfair, but in the
long run both the tension and the
humour are pointless, serving no higher
aim than to show what a wonderful
loser Charlie is. arid what an awful\
louse Bulldog happens to be.

These latter aims  are not incidental to
the structure  ofOne  Crack Out, for they
work hand and .hand  with French’s ef-
forts to give his play a “message.” By
turning Charlie into an Everyman’
whose quest for $3,004 is, in torn. a
quest for his manhood, @each tmns-
forms this script into ti “Tarragon
script.” The result is alarmingly sexist
(pool-cue as substitute penis) and even
racist (black man &8 super stud but a
flop at the poolhall) in its tone. Yet, one

fears that One Crack Out is the kind of
reassuring escapism that Canadians
may be yearning for.

This poses major problems  to a
populist playwright no less than to a .
popular theatre. For while there is no-
thing inherently wmng  with popularity,
it remains a fact that major theatre ar-
tists (pa&ularly  since Ibsen) have
rarely given the public what it has
wanted. In short, the challenge to both
David French and Tarragon in the com-
ing years will be the necessity to con-
front their audience with as much
energy as they. have previously ex-
pended in cultivating that same audi-
ence. The extent to which they are
equal to that challenge should go a long
way toward determining their long-run
contribution to this country’s growing
body of dramatic literature. And in an
art form where popular and artistic suc-
cess have so often been equated, meet-
ing this challenge should indeed pmve
a Herculean task. 0

Previewof the
fdl I hmmt

BY SANDRA MARTIN

HAUFAX  was the site of this year’s con-.
vention  of the Canadian Bookseller’s
Association. The annual meeting is an
occasion for seminars, awards, parties,
and, more importantly, sales and book
previews. About 250 delegates regis-
tered - 85 publishers and 150 booksel-
ler$ - but to our cynical eye the pub-
lishers (sellers) were much more visible
than the booksellers (buyers).

It’s a symbiotic armngement. The
publishers posh theirbacklists,  offering
additional (usually 5% to 10%) dis-
counts to delegates. and preview their
fall titles. So they move the old stock
and do a little market research at the
same time. Many publishers wouldn’t
think of setting prices or print runs  on
fall titles until after gauging reaction
among CBA delegates. The deals at-
tract booksellers and assure the CBA
hierarchy of a good turnout.

‘Like most industries, publishing
works on a seasonal, basis (spring and

fall am for harvesting and summer and
winter for reproduction and germina-
tion). It’s becoming quite common for
publishers to release heavy fiction liits
in the spring and big non-fiction books
in the fail. The same is true this year.
with some notable exceptions.

Robertson Davies is bringing out
World of Wonders. the third volume of
the trilogy that began with Fifih’Busi-
ness and continued with The Mumi-
core. Harry Boyle’s new novel The
Lock of the Irish will be available. and
Richard Rohmer has written hi third
thriller in as many years. Entitled
Exodus: UK. Rohmer’s latest offering
involves a “tension-wracked globe as
Arab blackmail precipitates the falling
apart of Great Britain.”

The relinbles will be much in evi-
dence. Madame Benoit’s  Microwove
Cook Book promises 350 recipes all
tested and developed by Mme Benoit
herself. Pierre Berton has a new book
(IfoUywood’s  Canada: The Ameri-
ctmir&m of rhc National Image)
as do Farley Mowat (The Snow
W&w - “capturing the essence of
the Arctic and of Eskimo lore”) and
Peter C. Newman (The Canadian Es-
tablishment, Vol. I: Tee Great Dymw
ties). Of course, there will be the osual
number of selected or collected poems
leading off with Irving Layton.

But the really big books are the biog-
mph&. The memoirs of the late Lester
Pearson (Mike: Volwne  III). John
Diefenbaker (One Canada: The
Crusading Years 1895-1956).  and
Gordon Sinclair (Will Gordon Sinclair
Pleose  Sit Down)  a all scheduled for
the Christmas market. Strangely
enough, the same person, John Munm,
has worked on both the Pearson and
Diefenbaker books. That’s like Glads-
tone and Disraeli sharing the same
editor.

There seem to be fewer art books *is
year, but included among the number
are: Roloff  Beny’s Persia: Bridge of
Turquoise; Ron Woodall’s  Mag-
niJFecnt  Derelicts: Lorraine. Monk’s
Canadian Women3 Photography;
a new William Kurelek entitled
Kltrelek’~  Canada. and Andy Russell’s
The Rockies.

The booksellers gavethe CBA Book
Award to Adele Wiseman,  author of
Cmckpot,  and voted Mel Hunig  trade
publisher of the year. Elsie Fisher,
manager of the University of Waterloo
Bpok  Store was named .book&.ller of
the year. Many delegates we’re sad-
dened by the sodden death of booksel-
ler Binky Marks. Marks, who was the
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subject of a profile. in our June issue,
was honoufed  at the convention for his
contribution to bookselling.

The topic that caused the most talk
among both booksellers and publishers
was F.O.B. Canada. This is a pilot
scheme organ&d by Vancouver book-
seller Helene Hogg in an. attempt to
equalize shipping charges throughout
the country. Since most publishers are
located in Tomato, local booksellers
have a decided advantage in that  they
don’t have to include transpon costs in
their overheads. The choice for book-
sellers on either coast is to absorb the
cost or charge more for books. They ate
loath to do either.

Tbe CBA’s solution is for the publi-
shers to absorb the costs. in the pmcess
reoreanizine and streamlinine their

vie;; is iot shared b; &publishers. No
doubt the topic will be discussed again
next year when the CBA meets in Van-
couver and where Helene Hogg will be
the convention organizer. 0

thing should be done to iike the Gov-
emot General’s Awards (or GeeGees)
less of a vice-regal bore and more of a
horse race. Since then the gem of an
i&a has been floating around the indus-
try that  we would like to endorse. The
catch is it involves a concept that the
Canadian book trade. witb its some-
times neurotic secretiveness, has
hitherto tended to regard with distas!e
-advance publicity.

Essentially. the idea is to emulate the
Oscar or ACTRA presentations by
mounting a carefully orchestrated
promotion campaign. The titles of the
books nomibated in- the. various
categories would be announced a
month or so before the award dinner.
The GeeGee  selection committee,
which now is a branch of the Canada
Council, would issue bookstores with
gold-medal nomination stickers for
dust-jackets and the bookstores would
feature the nominated titles in window
displays. (As an inducement, the corn:
mittee  might offer a separate award for
the best display.) Meanwhile the pub-
lishers would also be promoting the
books, either with individual an-
nouncements or through national co-
operative advenising. As the campaign
gathered steam, the press at Iqe
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would soon sense a legitimate news’
story and the resulting coverage would
turn the awards dinner into an event of
some importance. Finally. the comtnit-
tee could distribute gold-medal win-
ning sticbrs to the relevant publishers
to keep the momentum of the campaign
going throughout the season.

We realize such razzle-dazzle  may
disturb tbe shmy-and-biscuit breed of
publisher. We also realize the scheme
depends on co-operation and money,
both ingredients that are in short supply
in the Canadian book industry. But we
think lbe investment would repay itself
tenfold. Moreover the readers of
Canada. who tbmugh  various direct
and indirect subsidies have been fork-
ing out a great deal of money to keep
the industry alive. deserve a little circus
for their bread.

* * *

htottats  WOLFE,  who joined the staff of
Books in Canada a year ago, leaves the
masthead with tbis issue. His invalu-
able contributions will be’missed. Mor-
ris intends to devote more time to wit-
ing, including occasional reviews for
this magazine. As well, he was recently
appointed general  editor of a one
volume encyclopedia of Canada to be
published by Hurtig.

LIKE UNTO LIKE
Sir: ’
In ywr June issue you published my review of
Sheila EgoITs.  The Repritiic  of Childhood: A
Cririml Guide  10 Cotradian Children’s Lirerrr-
mm in English. I xm delighted by the invita-
tion to review  in Books in Coma&  and happy to
baye  been given IO much space sina children’s
books in this country seem m be genemtbtg  great
interest just now.

I heve one ygumenf  with you about my tr.-
view. You  cut a paragraph making a point I feel
is impownt. Dr. Egoff said in her book that  she
tried to “resist the unconsciws  urge  to magnify
the importance” of the books she was examin-
ing. YOU used that  quotation and my remark that
she did succumb to that urge  but you cut the
details that  followed.

‘Ihe point I was making was  that Egoff,  in her
cagemess  to see ours ss a hdl-fledged literature.
was mmpsrbsg:  for example. the books of
Cathuine  Anthony Clark vnfawumbly with
tbwe of 1. R. R. Tolkein  hd Lyn &k’s to
thwe of E. Nubit. This is nther like compming
Nellie M&lung  to W. M. Thackemy  or Alice
Munm to lcseph Conmd.  It isn’t tha our  books
shouldn’t be compared  to dtose  in nbu mun-
tries. We wed to fit muselves  into the wider
liwamre.  Otherwise  w become pmvincial.  if
now downright insular. But we need  to keep a

,

reasonable @eerrpective.  Rather. shouldn’t we
compare  Alice Munm to Grace  wley 01 Flsn-
“cry O’Connor  and Catherine  Anthony Clark  to.
say. Mollie  Hunter  or even AIM Gamer?

I think litemty  comparisons of Egoft3  kind
are msde ux) often in Canada  and tbr they Md
tint to “magqify the impmtmt&  of our books
enomuwsly  and then to flatten them utterly -a
dirprtm~sly  self-defesting  es&se for u! all.

Janet  LUml
Iiillii. Out.

A MODEST DISCLAIM&R

Sir:
Cbre  MacCullocb,  in his review of i% Cd-
fecfed  Poems  of Fmfe Rirnq (April issue). has
been misled by the dedicadon  in Vobmte  1. Both
his reference  to me and the dedication over-
sdmk my imluenceon  thevinuesdtheccdlec-
tin Yw see. Earle ~imey wnlbe a very gene*
0~s petscm  indeed.

John Newlove
MOlI~~l

AS WE WERE  SAYING
Sir
I feel that if a survey were made. Powll’s  Book
Store in-Ottawa  would find a vety low per-
centage  of readers buy their books tbmugh
membership in a book  club. ‘Ihe ratio of mir
takes-including over-charges. unfilled orders.
and wrong  billings - by many bwk clubs bs
made the rmdc~  waty of thll method of buying
tedding  material.

I know many book stores  in Ottawa. yet do
not remembs reing  Powell?. But I might R-
mind the mvlrger that comperition  is the life of
trade. I sat  down in a booknote  not long ago in
Ottawa  at a convenient table  whete such .apers
md msgazbw  as Swb  in Canada were  placed
for the wnveaience of customers. As a tesult of
leafing through  a copy of Books  In Csmad.  1
bought two b&s  and will buy more.  So who
will be Ihe loser?  Need I ssy more?

Ethel L. Sullivan
Renhew.  Gnl.

s
SOME HYPOTHETICAL titles fmm the
Canadian best-seller list of 1980:
Renegade Back in Power, by Peter C.
Newman; My Nights Wirh Idi Amin,
by XavieraHollander.  How to Survive
and Keep Fir on Only $100 a Day;
Why I Be&me a Canadian. by Rich-
ard M. Nixon; The Ordinddon  of
Duddy Kravitz,  by &4ordecai  Richler.
Readers ate invited to submit three ti-
tles of their own. Book prizes  will be
awarded for the best enhies. Address:

CanWit  No. 2, Books in Cana&,  501
Yonge  Street, Suite 23, Toronto M4Y
lY4.

.

ll~e  first  wmct solution  aped  for Acmstic
No. 6 was fmm Louise  Stewsrt ad Lynne Bal-
corn  of Ottawa. Tbey will receive il copy of Syl-
via Fmser’s  7he Candy Facrory.
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LOOK WHATS COMING UP IN

KOOKK~OAIIIABA
ELITISti IN TiiE UN E$

Eclgar Z. Friedenberg  explores the
problems of aademic creativity in the197Os

SM IN LITERATURE
semm reviews two books b

Y
Jane

&on’s biogmphy of l&dc yffe Hall

RACISM INMODE~
Pal &ewe analyzes why some pieces of

our mosaic mz more equal than others

’ ALLTHIS  AND MOliE IN OL& SEPTEMBER iSSUE
Supplies to bookstore3 are limited and they go Fast .

~______________________________________________
0

So why not have a special
government messenger
deliver a year’s supply
(12 issues) to your door
for only $9.95

Better still .

pay only $10 and
receive Books in Canada
for two years (24 issues)

PLEASE SEND MEBOOKS  IN CANADA FOR
12 MONTHS Cl 24 MONTHS 0

I enclose a cheque for $9.95 0 $100
Or bill me for $9.95 0 $ 1 0 0

N a m e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

..,..,.......................................

Postal Code . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1
/

Make cheques payable to:
Canadian Review  of Books  Llmlted

1 501 Yang6  Street, Suite  22, Toronto Mi2Y4
I
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THE  LACE QHEITO:
A Book  of Wornon’s  Llborctfcn
Lk?nns Whl&  & M~xlne Nunes.  edltcrs
A contr~v~sIaI  book about what women  am and what they
want  to be. separating  the realities of being  female fzptSt;;
myth.

WCMSN  IN CANADA
MWY/@O  Stwhcnson.  editor
A s&oh toi a fuller appmciatfon of the dlvsrslty of sxr;$n;;
available to women In Canada.

THESCHOOL OF FEMININITY
Margaml  Lawonce  Oresite
Fsmlnfam sasn  88 a llteraty movement - shrewd, readable,
and happily unacadomlc  assessment of flctlon by wcmsn,
frcm Jane Au&n to Vlrglnla  Woolf. r.lu58.S6

TNB DIVIDED VJOWAN
Sidney  Kafz
Suddenly, Jane could remember nothlng  of her past. She be
oams three  womsn sharing  one body. The true acoount  of her
Ilfa-and-death struggle. GPS2.95
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CRY ANGER
Dr. Jaok Blmbaum.  M.D.
A  Canadian psychlatrlst,  using  the m o d e r n  transactlonal
theory of analysis,  sxplalns how to express  hostlllty,  a;do;h;ge:
emotions as well.

LOVE LETTERS TO BARUCH
Margaret  Lawrence Qreene
An extraordinary Canadian love story. A Jewish  man and a
Cathollo woman coma to an underatandlng  about the unlvar-

p

sallty  of love far ahead  cf thslr time. hlUu).SS
.L

THE ART OF ALUMINUM FOIL
Jane Hlnlon  & Hugh Ollwr
Aluminum fell as an axcltlng new craatlvs  medium. How to
make everything from charming, low-cost Christmas deoor-
atlons to astrcnaut  costumes. GPW.SS

A COMPLETE  &IDE To C R O C H E T  STITCHES
Mary M. Dawson
An lndlspenslble @de.  detailing ovsr 100 ways of ccmblnlng
five basic cmchst  stltchas Into attract&  stitch patterns. Illus-
stratlons of all worked patterns. GPSZ.50

SONGS AND BALLADS OF NOVA SCOTIA
Helen Crefghtcn
A delightful collectlcn  of 150 songs, ocmplate wlth words and
music. assembled by an authority on Nova Scotlan folklore
and folksong. QPS4.95

CONSUMER, BEWAREI
Ellen Roseman
How to survive  In today’s overheated economy and rlslng  lnfle
tlcn. A ccmplataly  new. updated and revised  edltlon of thls
Important guldebcck  to consumer rights. NPSS.85


